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Introduction
c
Purpose
The purpose of the present thesis is to trace in
a clear and orderly manner the development, especially between
1900 and 1922, of those movements in Protestant Christian activ-
ity in the United States which bore a vital relation to the
growth of young people *s work under the cooperative control of
denominational and Undenominational groups, or, m.ore specif ical-
|
ly, those movements which had a part in the gra.dual integration
of forces in the field, culminating in 1922 in the organization
of the International Council of Religious Education and of the
youth work which was a part of that organization.
j
The purpose might otherwise he stated as a survey'
of the expressions of the cooperative genius of Christianity in
the development of work with youth hetv/een 1900 and 1922. The
hasic assumption of the thesis is that cooperation is a manner,
an attitude or a mood, rather than a tangible or measurable a-
chievement. The measure of cooperation can be taken only i
through the measure of the effectiveness of the organization
which is the result of it.
I
I
I
Delineation of the ?ield
i
The subject of the thesis cannot be narrowed from
the beginning, as the goal, which is interdenominational young
people *s work under official interdenominational control, be-

comes visible only gradually in the course of its evolution as
one phase of a great movement, all parts of which are closely
hound to each other. Certain lines can he drawn to confine the
suhject and points of method may he made clear, for the hetter
understanding of the progress of the study.
Our suhject is confined in the first place to
Protestant Christian activity within the United States, affect-
ing the youth of the Protestant churches hetween the ages of 12
and 24 years. Our discussion cannot he kept entirely within
these limits or within those of the years 1900 to 1922, since
the natural setting of the immediate prohlem is in a far larger
field, extending over a longer period of time, including the
work of the several churches as a whole and the work of groups
within the Christian hodies, groups of varying degrees of offi-
cial relation to the organization of the churches. For its ul-
timate source we must go outside of denominations into the inde-
pendent activity of certain individuals and groups. He shall
trace the movement from its vague unconscious beginnings to its
conscious differentiation and formality. As we proceed, tt will
he necessary to leave incomplete the history of movements which
in earlier periods contributed directly or indirectly to the
prohlem we are discussing, when those movements go off, at least
for a time, on a tangent. In some cases a detailed study of the
origin and motivating purpose will suffice to show the relation
of the movement in occasional or indirect influence to the cen-
tral prohlem.
cI
Definition of Terms
The pursuit of the prohlem will necessitate the
continuous use of several terms common in discussions of cooper-
ative religious education at the present time. The use of the
terms here will be confined to more definite connotations than
is common.
Youth . We shall use the terra youth to designate adolescent per-
sons of 12 to 24 years of age.
Young People . Unless specifically limited to the age-group 18
to 24 years inclusively, the term younA' people will "be used syn-
onymously with youth
Interdenominational . By interdenominational we shall indicate
official representation fron denominations. Although the dis-
tinction is somewhat uncertain, we shall find that, until the
merger of 1922 in the formation of the International Sunday
School Council of Religious education, interdenominational coop-
eration at its most official level was cooperation among indi-
viduals who, "because of their official capacities within the de-
nominations which they represented, were entitled to take part
in the activity of the cooperative organization.
Undenominational . By undenominational we shall indicate non-
official. An individual taking part in this type of cooperative
activity ^es so as an individual only, regardless of the offi-
c
cial capacity in which he may or may not serve a denominational
group.
It must he noted, of course, that in quotations
from early sources the sense of these terms is not invariahly in
accord with the foregoing definitions. In cases where such
usage is ambiguous, further comment will he made.
c#
- Data to he Considered
A - The Situation of Young
People* 3 Work at the
Beginning of the Century
II
I
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Young People's Work in 1900
Introduction: Elements in the situation . Although the classi-
fication of the various elements in the history of young peo-
ple's work up to the opening of the century is so difficult as
to "be quite unsatisfactory, we may point out three lines of de-
velopment, the clarification of which will aid the process of
distinguishing the important from the vagtte and transitory.
The first distinction is that the only interde-
nominational cooperation in this period which can "be so called
under our definition is the movement of the federation of church-
es, which had no relation of direct consequence to the youth
'movement in the churches, except as the American Sunday School
i
I
Union and the Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip, hoth represented
i at the organization meeting in 1900 of the National l^'ederation
of Churches, were involved. This statement will he hetter un-
derstood after a discussion of the relation of these two orga.n-
izations to the activity of denominational youth.
The second point to he noted is that the entire
work of the Sunday School, the American Sunday School Union and
the International Sunday School Convention, was, during this
period, largely extra-denominational in its authority and con^
"^1 ia JB . Sanf 0 rd , Origin and History of the Fed-
eral Council of the Churches of Christ in America, p. 114.

trol. The growth of coordination "between the local church and
the Sunday School supported hy its members, acting under varying
degrees of official relation to the church, "has "been paralleled
by the gradual integration of the overhead authority within the
denomination. These die velopments have together determined the
progress of official interdenominational cooperation.
The third important item is that the realization
of adolescence as a distinct period of life, worthy of the use
of different methods and subject matter from that arranged for
children or adults, was a slow process, hardly reaching con-
scious expression among Sunday School leaders before 1900. The
young people's society movement, which was an answer to the need
of that age-group, developed before there was definite recogni-
tion of the need of differentiation."^
A true picture of this situation in the United
States in 1900 will be a kaleidescopic one of color and drabness,
movement and stagnation, enthusiasm and conventional routine.
Kembers of Protestant churches were potentially active in these
types of organization and were potentially aware of their sig-
nificance, but the picture will not be too orderly, since per-
sons in some areas in the country were entirely unaffected by
the more rapidly progressive movements and in the other areas
There is evidence of an interesting parallel de-
tween this development and the study of child psychology, a
problem distinctly outside the bounds of this thesis.
p
they were affected to different degrees.
Throughout the discussion the fact must he bprne
in mind that the springs of organization are not to be discov-
ered in the organization itself, in its finely spun constitution
or in its achievements, but in the strong current of Christian
idealism and social contact which swept the ^ole movement on
toward ends which were more extensive and more complex than even
its first dreamers could visualize.
Youth Activity in 1900
Conventions . The outstanding activity of young people *s
societies in the years before and after 1900 was the convention.
A reporter of the Nineteenth International Christian Endeavor
Convention in London, 1900, declared that the registration fees
I indicated that more than 27,000 delegates had attended the open-
ing session."^ The convention report is full of glowing accounts
of the mass meetings, the enthusiasm and good-will. A year ear-
liei^a^onvention held in Indianapolis to mark the tenth anniver-
sary of the Spworth League, had brought 20,000 delegates to that
I
city. The report in the Spworth Herald expressed some disap-
pointment in the size, ju<^ng it to be an indication that "the
era of mammoth conventions had passed," but in describing the
William Shaw, The 3volution of an Endeavorer
.
p. 404.
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spirit of the convention it declaree that "It was Pentecost come
again
.
Not only conventions of national and internation-
al extent, "but similar gatherings for smaller units were a fea-
ture of the same period. The Christian Endeavor 'Jorld of 1900
reports conventions of state, district and county Christian En-
deavor Unions, totaling more than 90. Conventions of local
unions were not unheard of. Some of the unions holding conven-
tions were confined within a single denomination, while others
included all Christian Endeavor organizations within a territor-
ial unit, regardless of local denominational affiliation.
Institutes » The extreme emotional expression of the type
of convention common in this period can hardly he comprehended ^
without a reading of some of the contemporaneous reports and com-
ments. A counter movement was beginning to take shape, however,
^•s^ich was not to appear in such impressive form as that of the
convention, hut was to "become a more permanent contrihution to
the youth movement. An early indication of the agitation which
was to hring this about in the extension of the idea of insti-
tute and conference is to he found within the Christian Endeavor.
The first Christian Endeavor institute was held in Yarmouth,
I 2
Maine, July 8-26, 1892. The Epworth League adopted the idea
p. 92.
^Paul Hutchinson, The Story of the Bpworth League
.
I 2
' Frank Otis Erh, The Development of the Young Peo-
ple * s Movement
,
p. 65.

just after the opening of the new century.
Rivalry or Cooperation
. Although there is indication from
the "beginning of the young people's societies of some rivalry
among thera , some real cooperation was also effective. A month-
ly meeting is reported in 1900, for example, in which the Sp-
worth League of the Methodist Spiscopal Church and the Christian
Endeavor Societies of the Welsh Congregational, Preshyterian and
Baptist Churches, all of ''a'^erville , 3sT, Y., joined, especially
to express opposition to the force of the liquor traffic.^
The United Society of Christian Endeavor, the
older organization, felt a natural resentment against the denom-
inational organization of young people's societies and did all
in its power to bring all young people's forces under the Chris-
tian Endeavor name and standard. In some instances there was a
rapid adjustment of understanding, at least among the leaders,
hut in other cases the controversy, none too Christian in its
technique and language , found intermittent but none the less
strenuous expression in the pages of the young people's socie-
ties' official organs, particularly the Christian Endeavor
World and the Epworth Herald . The problem of the final align-
ment of denominational and interdenominational societies has
not yet been settled, but the controversy has become somewhat
more controlled, less emotional and mors cooperative.
'"Correspondence, Christian Endeavor 'Torld
,
(Janu-
ary 25, 1900), p. 364. XIV.
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Historical Aspects of Young People* 3 Work
The key to the whole situation may he found in a ^
hrief survey of the aims and the chief events of the early years
of organized young people's work in the United States. When the
effect of young people's organizations is considered in its pres-
ent aspects, it is astonishing to note the hrevity of the span
of life of the whole movement. The origins of the various or-
ganizations are to be found in the social, religious and educa-
tional circumstances of the early part of the nineteenth century.
The same causes which produced the societies vth-ich we shall I
study here brought about even earlier the formation of such or-
^
ganizations as trade unions, societies of Sunday School teachers,
singing-schools, missionary societies and mutual aid societies.
Such antecedent groups \?ere by no means limited to the United
States
.
Young TIen's Christian Association . In the religious field, the
movement took shape first in 1851 in the organization of the
Young Men's Christian Association in Boston. Its relation to
the church is well stated by Gaius Jackson Slosser, who says:
•
It is not an ecclesiastical body in itself.
It includes members of the Churches and unattached
Christians banded together for undenominational serv-
ice. In thousands of centers the Y.IJ.C.A. is the
common meeting-ground, the clearing-house, and the
cooperation headquarters of the local Churches. Prom-
•'(rhe quotation is from) Christian Unity, p. 145.
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Inent clergy and laity make up its "body of leaders.
Its officers frequently assemlDle the representatives
of the Churches for conference. The total contrihu-
tion to the cause of Christian unity is beyond all
calculation
.
Young Women* 3 Christian Association . The organization of the
Young Y/omen's Christian Association in Boston in 1866^ was based
on a similar principle, with its purpose to secure "the tempor-
al, moral and religious welfare of young women who are dependent
on their own exertions for support."^ Any Christian woman who
was a member of an Evangelical Church was eligible for member-
ship upon the payment of an annual fee.
i
Similar Organizations for Youth . The growth of imitative organs
izations and of groups i^foich embodied original ideas but which
have been less influential than these, by reason of absorption
or decay, or the limitation of activity, need not be treated
here. It must be recognized, however, that the influence of the
local organization, no matter how puny or ineffective, is to be
counted in the long run of greater importance than all the ef-
ficiency of organization to lc|e found at the head of any move-
ment. Details of such organizations are well narrated in The
Development of the Young People's Tfovement
,
by Prank Otis Erb.
The Student Volunteer Movement . The next important development
I
Frank Otis Erb, The Development of the Young Peo-
ple * 3 Movement
,
p. 42.
2Elizabeth Wilson, Fifty Years of Association Work
with Young Women , p. 52.
I•
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of a youth group not associated with the authority of denomina-
Itions was that of the Student Volunteer Movement, organized in
1886 to stimulate understanding and devotion among college
students to the work of foreign missions. Its relation to the
denominations is shown in a resolution of the foreign Missions
Conference meeting in January, 1928:
The Conference desires to place on record its
continued confidence in the policies and program of
the Student Volunteer TTovement and to assure its
leaders of full support and cooperation in their
efforts to interpret the foreign mission situation
to the students of Canada and the United States, and
to aid in enlisting a sufficient number of well-
qualified candidates for missionary service abroad.
Young People *s Missionary Movement . The Young People's Mis-
' sionary Movement, 1890, and other organizations have resulted
from the influence of the Student Volunteer Movement, the
membership of which had been restricted to students in colleges,
universities and professional schools.
The United Society of Christian Sndeavor . The organization of
the first Christian Endeavor Society took place in the
I
Williston Congregational Church, Portland, Maine, on February
2, 1881. The original pledge was adopted as follows:
2
Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength,
I promise Him that I will strive to do whatever He
i
would like to have me do; that I will pray to Him
1 and read the Bible every day; and just so far as I
! know how, throughout my whole life, I will endeavor
to lead a Christian life. As an Active Member, I
-'-The quotation is from Samuel McCrea Cavert , ed.
Twenty Years of Church federation, ^.eport of the Federal Counci l
of Churches of Christ in America _1924-1928
.
p. 164 .
^Frank Otis Erb, Ihe Development of the Young |
PeoTDle's Movement. r>. 53
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promise to loe true to all my duties, to "be present
at and take some part, aside from singing, in every
meeting, unl-^ss hindered "by some reason which J can
conscientiously give to my Lord and ITaster, Jesus
Christ. If oTDliged to he absent from the monthly
consecration meeting, I will if possible send an
excuse for absence to the society.
iOn this basis the development of Christian "Endeavor Societies
was rapid, regardless of denominational lines. In some denomi-
nations it was later adopted as the official mode of organiza-
tion for young people's work, while in others it grew side by
side with the strictly denominational society. The specific
causes of this situation are to be found in the varying local
conditions and the relative strength of the Christian 5!ndeavor
and the other organizations..
The development and activity of unions, local and
district as well as state, was encouraged and emphasized.
Dr. R'rancis E. Clark, founder of the Society and president from
|1886 until his death, in 1900 called the local union "the key
to the Christian "^ndeavor situation". He stated the purpose
of the local union as "to make each society more effective in
|its o';vn church, to increase the fellowship of the members, as
well as to promote any righteous cause which may properly come
jwithin its scope as an interdenominational organ izati on" .
Christian "Endeavor ^orld , XT'" ("February 1,
1900)
,
p. 380.
1I
#
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He continued r-'-
The growth of the Bndeavor movement and the
widening of our interdenominational fellowship,
and the establishment of the principles in which
we helieve, all these things depend very largely
upon the local union; .... wherever there is a
vigorous enterprising local union, each local society
will feel its influence and he strengthened by it.
The extension of the activity of unions in a single
denomination is illustrated by the report of the activity of
Christian 3ndeavor among the Disciples of Christ in Indiana
in the Christian Endeavor World :^
Besides their Stste Convention they hold 28
district conventions each year, besides numerous
Christian Endeavor institutes. They have a district
superintendent in every district in the State, and
also a county superintendent in every county'-.
Denonimational Young People *s Organizations * The adoption and
enlargement of the young people's organizations by persons
desiring a more strictly denominational emphasis resulted in
'7
the Epvrorth League, first formed in 1889; the Baptist Young
People's Union of America, 1891;"^ the Luther League, 1888.^
•^Christian Endeavor World , xrv (February 1,
1900)
,
p. 380
Correspondence, Christian Endeavor !7orld, XVT
(February 1, 1900), p. 381.
^Paul Hutchinson, The Story of the Epworth League .
pp. 7, 28.
^John V/esley Conley, History of the Baptist Young
People's Union of America
, pp. 27, 30.
Frank Otis :^rb, The Development of the Young People *s
Movement
,
p. 86. Lists other organizations, pp. 86-87.

____
It must not Tdg assumed that the organizations as they
exist at the present time, national in extent and powerful in
influence as some of them are, were inventions from outside of
the experience of the local group, or that the denominational
societies were direct imitations of the Christian Associations
and the Christian Endeavor* The last quarter of the century v/as
i
a period of activity for youth a.nd numhers of related and un-
related local groups had "been organized, which formed the ground-
work for the development of national associations. The Spworth
league, for example, when formed in 1889, was a union of the
Young People s Xethodist Alliance, 1883;" the Oxford League;
the Young People's Christian League, v;hich had begun among
Methodist youth of Uew England and had been taken up in several
other states; the Methodist Young People's Union, of Tlichigan,
,
and the ITorth Ohio Conference Methodist Episcopal Alliance.'^
Among organizations bounded by the limits of their
own denominations there was, so far as our available materials
indicate, neither conflict nor definite cooperation at the open-
ing of the century. Between denominational organizations and
^Paul Hutchinson, The Stofy of the Epworth League ,
pp. 23, 30.
^Ibid., pp. 18, 30
^Ibid,
,
pp. 24-25 , 30 .
^Ibid., pp. 25-26. 30.
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the Christ ian Endeavor
,
however, relations v/ere in some cases
more definite, as we have already suggested,-^ The Baptist Young
People s Union of Anerica stood on cordial terms with the other
organization, hut "betv/een the Epworth League and the Christian
Endeavor passed many not too complimentary criticisms and com-
ments on the suhject of union. The Christian Sndeavor was
persistent in its attempt to lead the Epworth League into its
own organization, and the Bpworth League v;s-s equally insistent
on its desire to retain its denominational autonomy. 2 Sach
represented certain iDasic assumptions in the conduct of young
people s work and there was fundamental cause for friction.
After the adoption of the EpWorth League in 1892 hy the General
Conference of the T.rethodist Episcopal Church it was too enthusi-j
astic in its tremendous expansion to give any thought to allow-
ing itself to he ahsorhed hy an older organization.
ITndenominati onal Cooperation
I
I
Undenominational cooperative religious work not
|
primarily concerned with youth, differentiated according to
age-group, found forceful expression in the Sunday School of
the 18th century. Beginning a new era in 1897, with a survey
^See p. 9.
2Paul Hutchinson, The Story of the Epworth League
,
pp. 53-35; Frank Otis Erb , The Development of the Young People*
3
Movement, pp. 70-77; The Christian "Endeavor World , XIV; The
Epworth Herald , XIII.
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of the prolDlems of the United States, the Sunday School Union
turned "back to the evangelistic and pioneering spirit of its
founders and looked to unchurched areas, particularly of rural
jsecticns, for its field of service,-^ The ITinth International
Sunday School Convention, held in Atlanta, Georgia, in April,
1899, had "brought together workers in all types of Sunday School
jactivity from all parts of the country. Other organizations
lactive in 1900 included the Women* s Christian Temperance Union,
organized in 1874; the Anti-Saloon League, started in -1893; the
American Bihle Society and the men»s brotherhoods. A detailed
: study of those significant for our present problem will he
rewarding.
The American Sunday-School Union . Undenominational cooperation
of a sort almost interdenominational touched a high point in
the work of the American Sunday-Sc'bool Union, which in 1900,
after an existence of 83 years, faced the future as a distinctly
missionary organization in support of the Sunday School movement.
Organized in 1817 with a three-fold purpose, it was the result
of several years of Sunday School experience, which it attempted
to unify with a common goal and organization.
.
The organized groups supporting the Sunday School
"before 1817 are found to have "been of two sorts. The first
type was the Sunday School Union located in a single community
^Sdwin ?/il"bur Rice, The Sunday -School ?rovement
1780-1917 and the American Sunday-School Union , 1817-1917 ,
pp. 388-390
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and organized to take care of the advancement of Sunday Schools
within a limited area. The second was an overhead organization
I uniting several such groups. Examples of the first type include
a Philadelphia society for the education of poor femals children
,
and the Evangelical Society of the same city. The First Day
Society, which has had a continuous existence to the present
time, is also in this class. The Female Union Society for the
promotion of Sahhath-Schools , in New York, and the ITew York
Sunday School Union Society, as well as the Sunday and Adult
I School Union, formed in Philadelphia, represent the second type.
I
This double development was due at least in part to the fact
that the work was in the hands of individual leaders of varying
! strength and influence. The influence of Rohert Raikes* work
in England and of similar work in the cultural centers of
I
America, especially Philadelphia and Hew York, was felt in
i various ways in several places. The fact that only a fev/ out-
standing illustrations are here discussed does not "by any means
support the inference that they were isolated instances. They
I have "been selected, rather, on the basis of importance in the
whole development of Sunday School work.
The First Day Society . The formation of the First
Day Society in Philadelphia in December, 1790 , by a group of ten
or twelve persons of several denominational affiliations,
|
,
marked the beginning of an era of organized support of develop-
|
[
ing Sunday Schools. The purpose of the Society, according to
its carefully prepared constitution, was to teach the rising I
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generation from the Bitle and from "such other moral and reli-
gious hooks as the society might, from time to time, direct".-^
By means of paid teachers working in hired rooms, the :5'irst Day
Society set ahout fulfilling its purpose. Its douhle emphasis
|
on moral instruction and on technical instruction in reading and
writing led to activity in promoting public, free, government-
controlled schools, besides the establishment of Sund^ Schools
,
The organization, which still exists to administer
i
the funds entrusted to it, has been undenominational. The af-
filiation of only one member of the original group, Pishop
i
IMlliam White, of the Episcopal Church, can be stated with
|
I
certainty and in no case was a member of the Society an official
representative of a denominational body, whether he was a lay or
clerical member of it. The society was unrecognized by the
Ichurches and worked independently of them, although its influence
I
was to lead later directly into the heart of the work of the
i
church.
Before 1819 the Society disbanded its schools and
j turned its attention to the support of schools with voluntary
I
teachers, especially those of the Sunday and Adult School Union,
which was increasing the school work rapidly.
:garly Overhead Unions . A Union Society for the edu-
!
""The quotation is from Edwin Wilbur Rice, The Sunday- '
School Movement 1780-1917 and the American Sunday-School Union
1817-1917. p. 45
""^
'~
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cation of poor female children in Philadelphia was formed in
1804 hy a group of women of the city. Sunday School work in
Philadelphia received a new impetus from the v/ork of the Rev.
Robert May, who established schools in 1811-12 while he was
working under the Evangelical Society, which had been formed in
1808 for the purpose of promoting "the knowledge of and submis-
sion to the Gospel of Jesus Christ among the poor in this city
and vicinity
The organization of three overhead unions occurred
within a short length of time. In January, 1816, Few York
women formed a "Female Union Society for the Promotion of
Sabbath-Schools". The purpose of the society was:^
To stimulate and encourage those engaged in the
education and religious instruction of the ignorant;
to improve the methods of instruction; to promote the
opening of new schools; to unite, in Christian love,
persons of various denominations engaged in the same
honorable employment.
The New York Sunday-School Union Society was organized a month
3later, for these purposes:
To encourage and assist those engaged in the
superintendence and instruction of Sunday schools;
to promote the establishment of new schools; to
improve the methods of teaching; and to unite . . .
persons of different religious denominations in
this benevolent undertaking.
^The quotation from the Constitution of the Evan-
gelical Society is from Kdwin Yfilbur Rice, The Sunday-School
Movement 1790-1917 and the American Sunday-School Union
1817-1917
, p. 51
2The quotation is from Edwin Wilbur Rice, op.cit.,
p. 57.
\he quotation is from "Idwin Wilbur Rice, op.cit.,
p. 58.
I< !
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Cooperation in activity and in the training of teachers are here
prophesied.
The Sunday and Adult School Union and the American
j
Sunday School Union . The Sunday and Adult School Union was
i formed in May, 1817, and incorporated two years later. The first
corps of officers was named by a delegated meeting at which
representatives of eleven Sunday-school associations or soci-
eties were present. Within seven years the Union had recognized
auxiliary unions in seventeen states and the District of
Columhia, During this period The Female Union Society affil-
iated itself with the Union, Schools under the whole organiza-
tion numbered 723 in 1824, The national reach of the work of
the Union was acknowledged in 1825, when the name of the organ-
ization was changed to the American Sunday-School Union, the
title under which it has continued to operate to the present
time.
The constitution of the Union emphasizes cooperation,
expansion and instruction in its statement of purpose:-^
To concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-School
Societies in the different sections of our country;
to strengthen the hands of the friends of religious
instruction on the Lord»s Day; to disseminate useful
information, circulate moral and religious publica-
tions in every part of the land, and endeavor to
plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.
The quotation is from Edwin Wilbur Rice, The Sunday-
Sc?iool Movement 1780-1917 and the American Sunday-School Union
1817-1917
, p. 79.
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The work of fulfilling the purpose of instruction led the Union
to cooperative activity with the American Bible Society in the
distribution of religious literature, "ITxpansion" took workers
of the Union far afield, to plant Sunday Schools in rural and
frontier regions untouched by other institutions of religion or
of education. Efforts to bring cooperation among Sunday School
teachers and officers brought about in 1832 the first National
Sunday School Convention, the development of which deserves a
separate treatment.
The Primary Union
The beginning of specialization in the organization
of persons associated in the vrork of the Sunday School appeared
in the Newark, New Jersey, Primary Union, organized as a local
group in 1870. The influence of the Uniform Lesson continued
domina.nt, but this fact did not prevent teachers of young
children from coming together to discuss the problems of the
Sunday School as they related specifically to the task of in-
structing the youngest members of the school.
The idea was taken up in other centers until, in 1884,
the National Primary Union was constituted by the Unions of New
York, Philadelphia, Washington and Albany. The official name
was the National Union of Primary Sabbath School Teachers. The
purpose was definitely stated as
"mutual helpfulness by cor-
^The Development of the Sunday School 1780-1905
.
p. 19.
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respondence, interchange of papers on practical topics, and "by
occasional meetings". The memhership of the; organization con-
sisted of "such Primary Unions as may vote to unite with us".
A provision for corresponding memhership was made for the "bene-
fit of individual persons, \\*iether teachers, mothers or adults
who desired to train themselves for the teaching of primary
children,-^
Three years later the organization was made the
International Primary Teachers Union, to include Canadian mem-
hers
,
In 189'6, T^en more than 100 local unions v/'ere reported
in existence, the Union voted to hecome auxiliary to the Inter-
national Convention and to include in its membership "all the
members of all the duly constituted primary unions within the
2hounds of the convention". At its meeting in 1899 in connec-
tion with the International Convention, the Union became the
Primary Department of the International Sunday School Convention.
The value of this development as it affected young
people s work is seen in two ways: (l) The development of a
specialized age-group department of Sunday-School workers and
(2) an increasing emphasis on the necessity of grading to suit
the pupils. Although this has no direct organizational influ-
^Fourth International Sunday School Convention .
(1884)
,
p. 138.
2Eighth International Sunday School Convention .
(1896) , p. 340.
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ence on the work with adolescents, the effect of such activity
i
jiDust he suspected in the later developments among groups inter-
jested in pupils older than those under the Primary Department.
Bible Societies . A further example of undenominational coopera-
Ition may be found in a leaf from the history of the Bible soci-
eties in which interest in the spread of Bible reading cut
[
jacross denominational lines to bring together persons of many
groups. The formation of Bible Societies and similar organiza-
I
tions of other names in England and Scotland was directly and
indirectly cause of the organization in 1808 of the Philadelphia
iBible Society and in 1809 of the Connecticut, Massachusetts,
jllev/ York and ITew Jersey Bible Societies. "Then the American
Bible Society was formed in 1816 by a union of existing organizer
tions, 100 societies were reported.
The society originated in the action of a group of
individuals and the support is now divided among individuals and
churches, missionary contributions of local groups being encour-
aged by overhead organizations."^ In 1919 an Advisory Committee
was formed to which each Evangelical Christian body was invited
to send a representative. This action was taken to meet the
need of closer and more definite relation between the Society
and the other groups. The report of the Executive Officers for
2
1920 noted that:
^Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist Epis -
copal Church 1952
, p. 658, gives such an example.
^One Hundred and Fourth Annual Report of the American
Bible Society , p. 39.
II
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It has not "been practicable to have a con-
stitutional provision for a governing hoard appointed
hy the various denominational hodies, since this would
tend to limit participation to such denominations. The
purpose of the Society and its supporters has always
been associated with the widest service of Protesta,nt
churches
.
IFeither a cause nor a result of cooperative young people's work,
the Bible Society, with the other movement, finds its root in
the cooperative mood of which the results have been many and
varied.
ether Cooperation . The cooperative mood has had expression in
still other organizations and activities during the period.
Some of these have been concerned directly with the work of the
several denominations, as in the cooperation of foreign missions
boards and of groups of editors and publishers. Even in a con-
sideration of interdenominational cooperation, cognizance must
be taken of the importance of bodies whose activity cuts across
denominational lines by uniting in their organizations individ-
uals of several communions.
The effect of such cooperation among individuals in
a religious or social service undertaking cannot be estimated
in its influence on attitudes and similarly intangible determi-
natives. Organizations primarily outside of the youth field,
such as the ?^oman»s Christian Temperance Union and the Anti-
Saloon League, have shown concern for younger groups and have
organized junior branches or have sought to work with exist-
ing youth organizations.

_^
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Of men's 'brotherhoods, many are denominational. The
Brotherhood of Philip and Andrew, organized in churches of
several denominations, provided in its original constitution
for a "boys' division as well as the men's."^ The minimum age
for the men's brotherhood was set at 16 years. This would in-
dicate no actual youth group differentiation, but only a break
between younger boys and those who might be grouped as adults.
Denominational Cooperation
The year 1900 was a significant one in the progress
of church federation, for in February of that year a group of
ipen, representing nearly all of the federated groups of churches
i
then in existence, in local or state units, met in ITew York
'city tc consider national federation. The organization of the
National federation of Churches and Christian "v7orkers authorized
by this conference, was completed at a conference a year later.
The move for federation was by no means without pre-
cedent. The Open and Institutional Church League had been
organized in 1894 by laymen and ministers of Presbyterian,
Methodist, Baptist and Congregational Churches. Sven earlier,
in 1867, the American Branch of the World Evangelical Alliance
had been organized to promote national and international co-
operative work^ and before 1900 local and state federations
^William B. Patterson, Modern Church Brotherhoods .
pp. 50-52.
^Gaius Jackson Slosser, Christian Unity , p. 187
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,or ^Alliances" were formed under local leadership or under that
j of Dr. Josiah Strong, executive secretary of the American Evan-
gelical Alliance (i.e. the American Branch of the ^orld Alliance
for two decades or more after 1873. Fotahle examples of such
organizations include the Interdenominational Commission of
Maine, in which Baptist, Christian, Congregational and Metho-
dist Episcopal state units worked together;-^ the Connecticut
Federation of Churches, formed in 1899 at the ninetieth anni-
I
versary of the Connecticut Bihle Society;^ the Federation of
i Churches and Christian Workers of Few York City, organized in
1895.2
The general attitudes and purpose of the federations
of the period are clearly shown in the first paragraphs of the
"Plan and Principles of Comity" adopted by the Hew York State
4Federation of Churches:
The federation of Churches and Christian Workers
of the State of Hew York does not, as an organiza-
tion, stand in opposition to the existing lines of
division by which the denominations of the State are
separated from one another. It does not ignore or
belittle the conscientious differences of convictions
as to doctrine, polity, modes of worship and methods
of work that distinguish the several denominational
organizations. 7/hethsr or not the different churches
are in future to be brought into one comprehensive
Church organization we recognize the fact that for the
present, at least, the v/ork that God has entrusted to
the churches must be performed under the conditions
I
,— '
^lias B. Sanford, Origin and History of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America , p. 104.
^Ibid,
, pp. 104-107.
•^Ibid., p. 108.
4
The quotation is from Sanford, op. cit., p. 443.
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imposed by the existing denominational systems.
The federation, so far from seeking to have any
Church lessen its emphasis upon and advocacy of
the special doctrines and usages that separate it
from other churches, has for one of its principal
ohjects to coordinate the work of the different
religious "bodies of the State so as to prevent
waste of power through Motion and enable each
Church to do its distinctive v/ork with greater
effectiveness and more encouraging success.
The 5'ederation disclaims authority over the
denominations affiliating under its constitution.
It gives counsel when its counsel is desired. It
cannot compel co-mpliance with its recommendations.
Its advice has only the moral weight of the reasons
urged in favor of it
The progress of federation on local, state and nation-
al lines was to result in 1905 in the formation of the ;^ederal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America, the development
of which has continued and strengthened to the present time.
International Sunday School Convention
The International Sunday School Convention, which in
1899 appointed its first executive secretary, Marion Lawrence,
had its origin in the national Sunday School Convention, first
called, as we have noted, by the American Sunday School Union
in 1832, for the purpose of bringing together actual workers
in the Sunday School, superintendents, teachers and other
officers, to discuss!
The principles of the Sunday-school institu-
tion; the duties and obligations which attach to
the several officers of Sunday-schools; the best
•^The quotation is from Sdwin Wilbur Rice, The Sunday -
School Tlovement 1780-1917 and the American Sunday-School Union
1617-1^17. p. I^bb.
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plans of organizing, instructing, and managing a
Sunday-school in its various departments, and such
other topics ....
The convention was self-perpetuating and depended on no further
organization until 13S1 , when it appointed a permanent Execu-
tive Committee.-^
Topics of all sorts ralated to the problems of Sunday
School work were discussed in the triennial Conventions and as
work in the field developed and "became more definitely organized
the groups of workers were differentiated in the activities of
the Convention. Thus, in 1899 the International Primary Union,
which had heen holding its meetings in connection with the
ptriennial meetings of the Convention since 1887, 'oecame the
Primary Department of the International Sunday School Convention.
The Third Regular Meeting and Seventh Annual Conference of the
International Sunday School Field '""orkers* Association was held
in conjunction with the same Convention in 1899 and "became, by
the time of the next Convention, the "Field Workers' Department
of the International Sunday School Convention".^
International Lesson Committee and Youth
The history of the International Lesson Committee may
^Arlo Ayres Brown, A History of Religious Education
in Recent Times
, pp. 169-170.
^The Bevelopment of the Sunday School 1780-1905
. p. 20.
'
^inth International Sunday School Convention ( 1899) ,
p. 306. .
Tenth International Sunday School Convention (1902),
p. 24.
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not "be treated here in detail for the period hefore 1900. The
Conmiittee was elected "by the International Convention and its
proposals were suhject to ratification by that hody. The First
Lesson Conmiittee was named in 1872, with five clergymen and five
laymen Tuamhers. The 5'ifth Committee, named in 1896, worked
until 1902.
Even during the period of the enthusiastic support of
the uniform lesson idea and of the Lesson Committee, whose set
task was to select topics and Bihle passages for uniform lessons,
alert tsachers using the lessons were aware of a need for dif-
ferent presentations for different age groups. At first the
voices raised on this prohlera were few and isolated. In 1867
John H. Vincent had published a series, "Two Years with Jesus",
in which he provided adaptations for children.-^ He proposed
grading in four groups: Infant grade, about 3 to 6 years (i.e.
those unable to read); Primary, 6 to 10; Third grade, 10 to 16;
and Senior, over 16.^ By 1897 the movement had gained power
enough to result in discussion of primary, advanced and sup-
plementary courses in a conference of the Committee with lesson
3
writers and others.
Frank Glenn Lankard, A History of the American
Sunday School Curriculum , pp. 206-207.
p
John R. Sampey , The International Lesson System .
The History of Its Origin and Development , pp. 66-97.
^Ibid., p. 171.
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An early answer to the prolDlem emphasized an adapta-
tion of method and a grading of lesson helps. F. IT, Pelouhet,
speaking at the First World* s Convention in London in 1839 on
"The Published Lesson Helps of America", of which he himself
published one set, called especial attention to the fact that
the International System, if not one of graded lessons, was one
of graded helps. For him the problem of grading was:-*-
"ITot of selecting from the Scriptures those
portions which are adapted to each grade of scholars,
but of selecting from the same portions those truths
and aspects of truth which are adapted to the various
grades The helps for teachers, too, are
widely graded.
Recognizing the problem as a permanent one, the Lesson Com-
mittee appointed in 1897 a sub-committee on Graded Lessons.
Results of this agitation were seen first in the field
of primarj^' work, which was already organized and self-conscious
as a group working in a limited field, A course of lessons for
beginners was not finally published by the International Lesson
Committee and the International Sunday School Convention until
1901, although the :3xecutive Committee of the International
Primary Teachers Union had in 1894 adopted resolutions recom-
mending the selection of separate lessons, "in addition to the
regular course" and not to interfere "with the present lesson
helps, which are prepared for the Primary Department," This
•^This quotation is from John Richard Sampey, The
International Lesson System. The History of Its Orif^in and
Development
, pp. 125-6.
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action was taken "by the cooperative iDody in view of the fact
that at least one independent course had already "been puhlished.
Action on an advanced course was not taken hy the
International group until 1905. This course, even when final-
ly adopted, was not arranged specifically for a youth group,
hut for those who had studied at least one six-year course of
the Uniform Lessons.
Young People's Tork in the International Convention
The picture of the growth of Sunday School workers
into a realization of the methods of teaching the Uniform Les-
sons necessary to make them applicable to children of varying
ages is a vague one. "^or the details of this development in
the International Convention "before 1900 we shall he ohliged to
depend upon casual remarks or indirect reports. Young People's
^ork in the Convention consisted chiefly of the efforts of
Sunday School teachers v^o were interested in two things:
Teaching youth and using the Uniform Lessons, "^or the most
part members of the age-group in which we are interested were
classed v/ith adults. Differentiation began at the bottom.
•John Richard Sarapey, The International Lesson System .
The History of Its Origin and Development , pp. 164-165. The
course was "Two Years with Jesus", by Juliet S. Dimock, pub-
lished in 1893 by the American Baptist Publication Society,
Zlore independent primary courses were published before effec-
tive action by the International Convention. See Frank Glenn
Lankard , A History of the American Sunday School Curriculum ,
p. 275.
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One of earliest references to "intermediate v/ork"
is to be found in the report of the Convention of 1869, where
the "intermediate or juvenile class teacher" was rientioned as
next above the primary. There is no indication that this was
more than a reference to what is more commonly known now as the
"Junior" period, despite the use of the word " intermediate" . '-
The Convention in 1884 was addressed "by two persons
on the subject of method in teaching intermediates. Again ther
is no direct proof of the age group of which they were speaking
There is vagueness, as indicated by the remark of one of the
speakers, "The great loss in our Sunday-schools takes place some-
o
where between th^ Primary and the Adult departments."^
A year earlier the Western Secretary of the Congrega-
tional Sunday School and Publishing Society, in an address
before the Congregational Club in Chicago on the question, "How
Can the Scholars be Retained in the Sunday School as They Grow
Older'!'" urged that the teachers cease to make Sunday School a
strictly children's affair, for the benefit of "those that are
3passing out of childhood into young manhood and womanhood".
fourth Rational Sunday School Convantion (1869),
pp. 98ff.
2?ourth International Sunday School Convention ( 1884
)
p. 165.
3
H. Hollister et al. The Sunday School , p. 24.
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1"
The gradual spread of such sane thinking was to bring about
drastic changes later, "but for the most part the records are
silent on the subject of youth.
i One speaker before the Convention of 1896 macfe a plea
for a separate department for those from eight to thirteen or
nine to fourteen, with a superintendent versed in this "special
phase of child nature".
Evidence of further developments within the local
Sunday School than records now available indicate readily is
found in the remark of a Sunday School man at the same Conven-
tion, Speaking of his own Sunday School in the District of
I
Columbia, he said: "'Ye now have kindergarten, primary, inter-
mediate, junior and adult departments." This sounds progressive
toward a sort of grading, although the question is again raised
as to the exact meaning of the terra "intermediate", placed as
it is between "primary" and "junior" .-^
On a Sunday School Tour of the Northwest, made in
1900, and taking official representatives of four denominations
through eleven states to address conventions, conferences and
other meetings of Sunday School workers, members of tha party
paid some attention to the intermediate. One subject discussed
was "The Sunday School Lesson for ITay 20th as it should be
"Eighth International Sunday School Convention (1896),
p. 275.
tI
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taught to an intermediate class". Marion Lawrence, general
secretary of the International Convention, spoke in several
places on "The Big Boy Problem", an address which elicited en-
thusiastic comment from individuals and from at least one
religious journal,-'-
The threads of the fahric of interdenominational
cooperation in young people's work are themselves strong
youth, young people's societies, denominational cooperation,
undenominational religious organizations for youth, cooperative
religious "bodies ready to awake to the task of serving youth --
hut the weaving at the close of the 19th century shows up as
very uneven and coarse, as if woven "by an unskilled hand. As
the next decades lend experience to the weavers, we shall,
perhaps, find a finer fabric, the threads more finely spun, the
weaving closer and more consistent.
The Sunday School Tour of the Northwest , pp. 30, 76

II - Data to iDe Considered
S - Young People's V/ork
1900-1912
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Introduction
The movements within the field of interdenominational
cooperation, which were vague shadowings even up to the close o
the nineteenth century, "began, almost immediately upon the turn
of the century, to take rather definite form. '7e shall from
this point forward, therefore, treat in detail only those move-
ments which have direct "bearing upon th^ development of inter-
denominational young people s work and descrihe others only as
their development impinges upon the single line of specialized
work with young people. Within the first twelve years of the
century, the movement for church federation took the shape in
which it has "been effective to the present time. A newer type
of interdenominational cooperation in the specialized field of
Sunday School work took form and gradually merged with the un-
denominational Sunday School organization, the International
Sunday School C onvention. "jrithin "both movements v/ere areas
of young people »s work, with curriculum the most highly devel-
oped of the fields. This period of new steps closed in 1912
and a new era began when John L. Alexander took up his work as
superintendent of the adolescent division of the International
Sunday School Association.
The purpose of this section, in keeping with that of
the entire study, is that of tracing the development of inter-
denominational organization for official cooperation in work
with persons from 12 to 24 years of age. Throughout the period
i
1
t
no organization will "be found which fulfills all the conditions
of this statement, "but together they are the foundation upon
which the structure is to he built in later times.
!
Movement for Church Federation !
ITational Federation of Churches and Christian Workers . The
organization of the national Federation of Churches and Christian}
Workers was consummated in 1901, as we have already indicated
A call issued "by the national Committee on Federation of Church-
es, formed in Hew York in 1900, brought together in Philadelphia!
in February, 1901, officially delegated representatives of
Church federated bodies of four states -- Hew York, ^iiaine
,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania and nine cities Boston, Hass.,
Hartford and ITev; Haven, Conn., TTew York and Syracuse, U. Y.
,
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, Pa., and Cleveland, Ohio, with
j
greetings from Vermont and Chicago, 111., organizations.*^
The constitution of the National Federation of Church-
es and Christian Workers, organized by this conference, declared
its purpose to be three-fold:*^
(l) To secure cooperation among Churches and
Christian 'Vorkers throughout the United States for
the more effective promotion of the interests of the
Kingdom of God.
See page 26.
2 Slias B. Sanford, Griffin and History of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America , pp. 147-148
^ The quotation is from Sanford, op. cit., p. 449.
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(2) To promote and further the organization
of State and local Federations.
(3) To foster intercommunication hetv/een State
and local Federations and to furnish irformation
regarding the v/ork in every part of the country.
Constitutional requirements for merahership in the
Federation did not limit it to the field of official interdenomi
national representation, "but allowed for raemhers of four classes
(l) Federation of churches or other federative "body, in state,
city or local district; (2) local church; (3) ecclesiastical or
"other federative organization existing for religious or moral
purposes" and (4) individual persons."^
Preparations were hegun at once to hring together in
1905 persons duly constituted officia.l representatives of
Protestant denominations, the highest councils of which would,
In the intervening period, have opportunity to act on the ques-
tion of federation. Such an assem.hly was finally a reality in
the Inter-Church Conference on Federation, with 30 denominations
2
represented at meetings m ITew York, which recommended a plan
of federation under the name "The Federal Council of the Church-
es of Christ in America" and called upon the jlxecutive Committee
of the national "federation to act as an organizing "body, to re-
port in 1908 to the Federal Council.
^Slias B. Sanford, Origin and History of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America, pp. 449-450.
^Ihid.
,
p. 244
"^Ihid.
,
pp. 467-468.
I< 1
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!
The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America . The
activity of the succeeding tv/o or three years was such that
nearly all of the eligible bodies had adopted the plan by the
time of the first meeting of the Federal Council of the Churches
of Chxrist in America, Philadelphia, December, 1908, which, by
formal ratification, made the plan the constitution of the
! organization.
As then constituted, the Federal Council had-*-
no authority over the constituent bodies adhering
to it ; but its province .... [was"] lim.ited to the
i
expression of its counsel and the recommending of a
course of action in matters of common interest to
the churchies, local councils and individual Christians.
The purpose of the Council, stated more definitely than that of
2the National Federation, was:
j
I. To express the fellowship and catholic
|
unity of the Christian Church.
i
II. To bring the Christian bodies of America
into united service for Christ and the world.
i
III. To encourage devotional fellowship and
|
mutual counsel concerning the spiritual life and
religious activities of the churches,
r.'. To secure a la.rger combined influence for
the churches of Christ in all matters affecting the
moral and social condition of the people, so as to
promote the application of the law of Christ in
every relation of human life.
i
i
^The quotation is from "^lias B. Sanford, Grig:in and
History of the Federal Council of the Churches of Cbrist in
America
, pp. 466.
The quotation is from Sanford, loc. cit.
II
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V. To assist in the organization of local
"branches of the federal Council to promote its aims
in their communities.
Relation of 'federal Council to Other Organizations
. Cooperation
the keynote of "both the theory and the pra.ctice of the Federa-
tive movement since its inception, has not "been confined to a
single administrative line of interdenominational activity, "but
has included cooperation on all levels. In 1905, for example,
the ^federation invited the cooperation of the National Educa-
tional Association and the Religious Education Association in
the promotion of week-day instruction and in consideration of
ways and mea.ns.'^ A joint committee on home missions, represent-
ing both the 5'ederal Council and the Home Missions Council,
considered "overlapping and overlooking" in western fields and,
on the "basis of an actual survey of Colorado, made recomraenda-
2tions in 1910 to their constituent "bodies.
Church "federation and Youth . The activity of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America has "been chiefly
in the fields of general administration, rather than in the
prohlems of a single project or age-group. For this reason,
not through any neglect or lack of interest, youth has had a
small part in the v/ork of the Council.
^^lias B. Sanford, Origin and History of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in ^.merica , p. 261.
^Ihid., pp. 296, 511-518.
«
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Tn TTew York in 1905, an "interdenominational gather-
ing in the interest of Young People s Organizations" was held
in connection with the Conference on Inter-Church Federation.
John R. Mott presided and Rohert Speer and Toodrow ^^ilson, then
president of Princeton University, were the principal spesikers. I
Echoes of interest are found in the reports of succeeding days,
hut no distinct youth work was undertaken. Since 1906 the
|
activity of the Young ?Ten's Christian Association and the Young
?7oinen*s Christian Association has heen increa,singly coordinated '
with the federated churches. These organizations and the
American Bihle Society were listed in 1927 as Cooperating Bodies
of the Council."^"
The power of the Pederal Council must not he under-
estimated. As the organization of young people's societies
was seen hy the founders of the Council as a precedent and con-
trituting fa-ctor in the development of administrative coopera.-
tion, so the expansion of such cooperation has fonned a hack-
ground support without lA^ich cooperation in the field of youth
could hardly have proceeded.
Other Cooperative l.Tovem.ents
Introduction . The cooperative mood was hardly to he restrained,^
when its expression hegan to he effective. The work of such
^Benjamin S. '^^inchester , ed. , The Handbook of the
|
Churches
,
p. 203
It
!
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organized activity has had set-hacks hut has, on the whole,
gained steadily since the opening of the century. One of the
movements which continued its effort was the Missionary Educa-
tion T.Toveraent, organized first in 1901-02 as the Young People's
'Missionary Movement, hut incorporated in 1907 under its present
name."^ It is an interdenominational hody for the cooperative
publication of materials in the interest of missions. It lost
its original emphasis on young people's work, hut continued to
he active and influential in the other field,
^
Another type of cooperative activity, to he found in
the voluntary association of individuals, is exemplified in
the Religious ISducation Association which is deserving of a
place here, because it has brought together leaders in experi-
ment, teaching and actual field work, but always with an empha-
sis quite in line with the major interest, Religious Education.
Religious Education Association .
Organizati on
.
The organization in "February, 1903, of
the Religious "Education Association for the purpose of proraot-
3ing religious and moral instruction was the result of action
""Erank Otis "^rb. The Development of the Young People's
Movement
, p. 98
2
See Samuel McCrea Cavert, ed.
,
Twenty Years of Church
Eederation
.
p. 44.
The Religious Education Association. Proceedings
of the ^irst Annual Convention. Chicago. "February 10-12. 1903 ,
p. 334.
Ii
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taken by the governing body of the Council of Seventy, an
organization of seventy biblical teachers, started in 1895 with
the purpose:"^
fl) To associate more closely those who desire
to promote the historical study of the Bible, and of
other sacred literatures as related to it; (2) to
encourage properly qualified persons to engage in
such study and teaching professionally, or in con-
nection with some other calling; (3) to extend and to
direct the work of the American Institute of Sacred
Literature; (4) to conduct, through special committees,
such investigations as will enable it better to ful-
fil its general purpose.
T?rom the first, the Religious "FTducation Association
included in its membership both institutions and individuals,'
and moved along extra-denominational lines with a. more experi
mental and pioneering interest than could be maintained by an
extensive church or S unday School organization.
The organization of the Association for activity, dis-
cussion and research was that of sixteen sections of which
those of particular interest to the present writing were:
Sunday Schools, Young Men»s and Young Women* s Christian Associa-
tions, and Young People s Societies. Because persons taking
^The quotation is from The Religious education Associ -
ation. Proceedings of the "^irst Annual Convention, Chicaft'o ,
February 10-12. 1905 , p. 297, note.
2lbid.
, pp. 355-406. Membership list includes Sunday
Schools, adult classes of Sunday Schools, Christian Endeavor
Society, local church, as v/ell as colleges and universities.
Increased to 17 in 1904 and 18 in 1907, with some
changes
.
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part in the meetings of these sections spoke as individuals,
rather than as representatives of organizations, the influence
which the discussion had in actual organizational vrork must "be
found in the effect upon thought and attitudes of those who
participated.
In 1905 the purpose of the Associations was expressed
in resolution in expanded form:^
To inspire the educational forces of our
country with the religious ideal;
To inspire the religious forces of our country
with the educational ideal; and
\
To keep "before the public mind the ideal of
' Religious Education , and the sense of its need and
value
.
Although in origin the Religious Education Association was dis-
|tinctly Christian, its members very soon looked to a coordina-
tion of Jewish and Roman Catholic leaders with those of the
2
Christian groups.
! Relation of Religious ''Education Association to Other
Agencies
.
From the outset, the Association approached the
problem of relationships as one demanding careful attention.
The general attitude is best indicated in the words of one of
3
the speakers at the first convention:
The new organization should by no means be
antagonistic to the existing Sunday-school organiza-
tion, whether as represented by the International
•''The Aims of Religious "Education (1905), p. 475.
^Ibid.
,
pp. 102-106.
'^The quotation is from The Religious Education Associa -
tion (1903). pp. 270-271.
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"HJxecutive and lesson Coramittees, or the great
organization V:*iich has grown up about the uniform
system
As this new organization is in no sense to be
co-ordinate with the International Sunday School
Association in scope and purpose, so in actual work
its office should be that of the assistance of exist-
ing Sunday-school operations just in so far as circum-
stances render it desirable and possible. In many
particulars it might conceivably be of great service
to the present Sunday-school movement in assisting
in its investigations as to a curriculum, in its stimu-
lation of interest in religious education, and in the
rendering of substantial aid to the efforts of organiza
tion already made.
So, the Religious Education Association shows itself to be an
experimxenting
,
pioneering group of leaders, acting as individu-
als, but for the good of the groups in i;\^ich they are most
directly concerned.
The Religious ]?ducation Association and Young People *s "^^ork.
The attitude already indicated as generally in effect throughout
the Association was equally true in the field of young people's
work. The actions v^ich might be tstken in Association conven-
tions would not directly affect the operation of young people's
societies or Sunday Schools, but the leaders assembled to face
together the problems of the v/hole field and to see in it such
forv/ard- looking possibilities as that prophetically expressed
by the same speaker;"^
It is not at all beyond the range of possi-
bility that by the assistance of some great unify-
The quotation is from The Religious Ilducation Associ
ation (1903) , p. 2 72.
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ing Association, which stands above all petty-
rivalries, the educa.tional features of the Young
,
People's Societies may be so developed, and so '
correlated with Sunday-school work, as to become
j
vastly superior to its present status.
|
I
I
Conclusion . With this brief survey of the origins
of the Religious Education Association, we shall omit detail of ^
it in further discussion, realizing that its influence is to be
|
found in the background, but recognizing that on the whole it
is outside the limits of our present subject.
The International Convention and Association
Introduction . The activity of th.e International Sunday School
Convention in the field of young people's work developed through
the early period of the century in three lines: The work of the
International Lesson Committee, the gradual integration of
organization, which included the development of a secondary
division, and the growth of work for and with adolescents out-
side of the area covered by the work of the Lesson Committee.
The first and second of these considerations necessarily involve
detail of fields much wider than that of youth alone, but cer-
I
tain items of particular importance will be discernible in the
whole story.
International Lesson Committee
Introduction. Reference has already been made to the fact
that the first affirmative response on the subject of advanced
|
lessons, made by the International Convention, came in 1905,
following developments in the division interested in v/ork with
€
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children. The growth of lessons graded to suit the needs of
adolescents continued to be dependent upon the agitation of the
workers with younger pupils and their gradual influence upon
other groups, 'From uniform lessons to graded lessons for youth
is a long story, involving the International Lesson Comraittee,
the Sunday "School Editorial Association, the entire Internation-
al Convention and independent persons active in the same field,
as well as group meetings which drew for their memhership upon
more than one of these organizations.
The process of lesson-making seems to have followed
roughly four or five steps, which were repeated in three cycles
between 1901 and 1910. The first step was recognition of the
problem, -- the fact of the existence of a need brought to
the attention of the International Lesson Committee in each
case by a body not directly subsidiary to it. The second step
was authorization by the Lesson Committee; the third, prepara-
i
tion, usually by a sub-committee; the fourth, authorization or
rejection by the International Convention, a.nd the fifth,
adoption and use by the denominations.
It would be incorrect to think that the working of
the Lesson Committee had been planned definitely along such
rigid lines. The pattern appears only now, after the close of
the formative period. The first cycle, as we have chosen to
call it, ended in the rejection of the idea of an advanced
|
course, by the Convention of 1902. '^he second resulted in the
preparation of such courses under the approvaVof the next Qon-
I1
i
!
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vention. The third period "brought in the Graded Lessons. Im-
portant lines of development are the influence of denominational
representatives and the gradual awakening to the importance of
youth as a distinct period of life.
•^irst Attempts at Advanced Lessons. Tn response to a
recommendation of the Sunday School Editorial Association, the
lesson Committee in 1901 appointed a suh-coramittee for the pur-
pose of planning an advanced course covering a two-year period.
The International Sunday School Convention, receiving the report
of the lesson Committee in 1902, acted definitely in rejection
of an advanced course, despite the fact that it was offered
as entirely optional and as paralleling the uniform lessons in
such a way as not to impair their effectiveness The Conven*^
tion resolution declared:^
That at this time we are not prepa.red to adopt
a series of advanced lessons to take the place of
the uniform lessons in the adult grade of the school.
';^his action was taken in the face of spirited ad-
vocacy of grading of the whole school, evidence of some '
denominational appropria.tion of the scheme of advanced lessons,"^.
I Tenth International Sunday School Convention (1902),
pp. 152-153.
2
The quotation is from Tenth International Sunday
School Convention (1902), p. 17.
3
S. Morris Ti'ergusson, Tenth International Sunday
School Convention (1902), pp. 300-305
"^Rufus W. Miller, reporting discussion of 'Vorld
Alliance of Reformed Churches holding the Preshyterian System,
Ihid., p. 186
f
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and in the face of conditions in lesson writing circles which
made it possible for Frank K. Sanders, then Dean of Yale Di-
vinity School, to list in an address hefore the convention of
the Religious Education Association in the following year seven
outstanding agencies producing materials for young people *s
Bihle study courses.-''
Approval of Advanced Course . A conference in 1903 which
"brought together representatives of the International Executive
Committee, the Sunday School ^^ditorial Association and other
interested persons, showed an increasing approval of graded
supplemental lessons, if not of complete grading of Isssons.
Authorization hy the International Convention of 1905 was
achieved only after lively dehate
,
The preparation of an advanced course proved to be
rather difficult. The first course, referred to the Editorial
Association after its completion, was rejected hy that group.
The suggestions then solicited from the Association by the Com-
mittee, on the other hand, were not fully appreciated by the
"^
The Religious 'Mucation Association. ?roceedin.g:3
of the ?irst Annual Convention (1903). p. 203. List includes
Bible Study Union, private lesson schemes, American Institute
of Sacred Literature, Bible -study department of the TTethodist
Church, Christian Culture Courses of the Baptist Conventions,
Young Tien* 3 and Young Tomen^s Christian Associations.
2John H. Sampey, The International Lesson System .
The History of Its Origin and Development , pp. 177-179,
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latter. The course which was, after further effort, puhlished
in outline, was not too enthusiastically received or utilized
"by the publishers
. John "R. Sarnpey , a memher of the suh-comrait
tee in charge of the making of the advanced course, goes so
far as to say in a later writing: "It began to be manifest
I
that the demand for an Advanced course was largely a matter of
the imagi na t i on " .
Graded Lessons
! Graded Lessons Conference . The Graded Lessons Con-
ference, convened in October, 1906, by Mrs. J. Barnes,
I
Elementary Superintendent of the International Convention, under
authorization from the "Executive Committee of the Convention,
proceeded with the preparation of graded lessons for primary
and junior departments, to take care of pupils through their
tY/elfth year. Although it worked independently of the Lesson
Committee, which neglected to name any representatives, the
Conference planned to make its productions available to the
Lesson Committee first, then to the denominations. In the course
of its monthly meetings, the Conference referred its work to
the Tunday School "Editorial Association, which appointed a
standing committee to confer with the conference to give needed
. . 2
cooperati on.
t
^John R. Sampey, The International Lesson System .
The History of Its Origin and Development , p. 181,
^Ibid., p. 188.
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PulDlishing houses of the irethodist Episcopal,
Preshyterian and Congregational churches shov;ed interest in the
conference of 1907 and, later in the same year, John R. Sarapey
reports
:
^
These denominational "bodies asked that the
memhers in the Conference representing their respec-
tive churches he known as official memhers, offering
to share the expenses when the time of settlement
should come, agreeing also to lend editorial aid
when the outlines should "be ready for inspection.
As the work of the conference widened and its influ-
ence extended into the field of lessons for older pupils, per-
sons working on that subject were invited to take places in
the conference.
Boston Conference . Pressure brought to bear by de-
nominational editors "was balanced by the loyalty of certain
pioneering members of the International Sunday School Associa-
tion and auxiliary staff groups, which, in spite of the fact
that neither the Convention nor the Lesson Committee had taken
leadership, made it possible for that group to assume it to some
degree through the informal conference called by '.Y. F . Hartshorn,
chairman of the "Executive Committee of the International Associ-
ation, at his Boston home in January, 1908.^
^John R. Sampey, The International Lesson System .
The History of Its Origin and Development , p. 183
2
Arlo Ayres Brown, A History of Religious "Education
in Recent Times , p. 107.
^Ibid.
, pp. 110-111 .
Ir
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:Prom this enthusiastic Boston Conference, in v/hich
representatives of the Lesson Conimittee, the International
Sxecutive Coramitte, lesson editors and lesson publishers united}
came the influence which led to the report of the Lesson Com-
mittee to the 1908 Convention on the need of a graded lesson
! system, the subsequent adoption of the report "by the Convention
and the authorization of activity along new lines hy the Lesson
2Committee
.
The subsequent development of the closely graded
lesson and the group graded lessons, edited and published by
single denominations or by a syndicate of denominations, on the
basis of outlines approved by the Lesson Committee, is so much
in line with present methods and conditions of graded work with
groups of all ages within the church that further discussion of
it is not essential to this study, except as greater denomina-
tional control is found in the reorganization of the Committee,
which took place in 1914,
Organization of the International "Sunday School Association.
The place already given to the organization of the Sunday School
Convention would be out of proportion, were it not for the fact
^ International Sunday School Convention
.
(1908),
pp. 101-2.
2
Arlo Ayres Brown, A History of Religious Sducation
in Recent Times , pp. 111-118
3Organized Sunday School "^'ork in America 1911-1914
.
p. 390.
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that a thorough understanding of the character of the earlier
types of organization is essential to an appreciation of the
present condition of interdenominational work and to a sympa-
thetic understanding of the causes of certain elements in the
present system which appear as drags on its efficiency and per-
fection of organization and of activity, "^le have just seen the
gradual increase of denominational influence in the \vorking of
the International Lesson Committee, which, like the other parts
of the International Sunday School Convention activity, was
essentially undenominational -- a voluntary association of
individuals interested in Sunday School work, regardless of
denominational affiliation. One of the preliminary steps in the
coordination of the Sunday School forces was the organization
of the Sunday School Association "by action of the Convention,
Incorporation , Research into the early history of the
International Sunday School Convention will lead to the dis-
covery of references to the Convention as an "association" even
earlier than 1900. This is an inaccuracy, the expression of
which is, however, an indication of the trend of attitude and
thought of the raemhers of the Conventions. ^Yith the organiza-
tion of a permanent executive Committee"^ and the appointment
2
of a general secretary, the Sunday School Convention entered
^In 1881, see page 29.
^In 1899, see page 28.
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the twentieth century as a convention, not an association, work-
ing through the executive committee and its suh-committees
,
voluntary staff workers and three units which were organized in
themselves more highly than the Convention. These were the
Lesson Committee and the Primary Department, which we have dis-
cussed, and the "^ield Workers' Department, which was rather
similar in organization to the Primary Department,
Late in 1902 the paid staff of the Convention was
increased by the appointment of TTrs. J. Barnes to the position
of Primary and Junior Secretary and the appointment of two
Hegro field workers. Shortly afterwards, a teacher-training
secretary sind another field worker were appointed,
A recommendation of the "Executive Committee that
"the name of this hody he changed from 'Convention* to 'Associ-
ation' .... and that proper steps he taken for incorpora-
tion"''" was adopted hy the Convention of 1905. Incorporation
was made effective hy a Congressional Act approved January 31,
1907.
Organization under Charter of 1907 and By-Laws of 1911 .
The purpose of the International Sunday-School Association,
according to the Act of Incorporation, was:*^
''The quotation is from Eleventh International Sunday
School Convention
, (1905), p. 402.
2
The quotation is from Organized Sunday School 'Yo rk
in .\merica 1905-1908. p. 15
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To promote organized Runday-school wo'r'k, to
encourage the study of the Bihle and to assist in
the spread of Christian religion.
The memher ship of the Association, as set up hy the
By-Laws adopted in 1911, consisted of the officers of the
,
International Sunday School Convention; one representative from
"each State, District, Provincial, Territorial and ^rational
Interdenominational Sunday-School Association recognized as
1 i
affiliating herewith;" three representatives of the Colored
,
!
interdenominational Sunday School associations of America, and
district presidents of the International Association. Retiring
presidents and executive committee chairmen were eligible to
life raemhership and provision was made for the election. of
^
honorary raerahers. The membership of the Association was co-
extensive with the membership of the executive committee of the
Association.
Into the hands of the Executive Committee was put the
responsibility for the setting-up of International Conventions
and the election of the members of the International Lesson
Committee, the election of paid staff members, the creation
and maintenance of departmental work and appointment of depart-
mental committees, and the appointment of a standing committee
on Reference and Counsel "to confer with other bodies or their
representatives desiring counsel and conference with this
Asssociation" . Provision was made for the annual election of
^The quotation is from Organized Sunday School "^ork
in America 1908-1911 . p. 27.
^Op. Cit .
,
p. 30.
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a Board of Trustees, corresponding to the earlier "Central Cora-
raittee" of the Executive Corarnittee, with interim powers.
Relation to Other Agencies . A "declaration of the scope
and work of the International Sunday School Association",
endorsed by the International Executive Committee and formally
adopted "by the International Convention in June, 1911, described
the management of the Association and its relation and methods
2
of work. The paper expressed good wishes specifically to the
American Sunday-School Union, the National educational Associa-
tion, the Religious Education Association and the Sunday-School
Council of Evangelical Denominations and described- in particular
the relation of the Association to the auxiliary state, pro-
vincial and local Sunday School Associations and to the denomi-
nations.
The International Sunday School Association, accord-
ing to this declaration, was in only an advisory capacity con-
nocted with its auxiliary associations, having no authority
over them or responsibility for them. Again, v/ith reference
to the several denominations, the relation was that of "ally".
Something of the attitude and spirit as well as the letter of
the declaration can be discovered in part of the statement:^
•^Organized Sunday School ''^ork in America 1908-1911
.
p. 30.
p Organized Sunday School ^'"ork in America 1911-1914
.
pp. 95-96.
*^The quotation is from Organized Sunday School "''ork
in ^.merica 1908-1911, p. 22.
I
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Its "business is to help the Denomination where
it needs it and asks for such help, and to serve the
Denomination only along the lines indicated by the
denominations and when invited to render such service.
The • Interna ti onal *.ssoc iat ion , in short, disclaims
the role of either master or servant to the Denomina-
tions, or as having in itself any authority whatever
over the Denominations. Whenever the door of Sunday-
School service is open to the International Associa-
tion or its Auxiliaries, these Associations will gladly
enter and serve as the Denominations severally or col-
lectively may desire, and in turn will gratefully
receive from the Denominations like service and sup-
port, hut it v/ill thus cooperate and serve the Denomi-
nations only as ally and friend, not as master or mere
servant. The hest service the International Associa-
tion can render to the denominations is when it helps
the Denomination to do its own work effectively through
its own agencies, and as such steadfast and service-
able ally the International Association may confidently
claim and receive the cordial support of the Denomina-
tions .
Although this theoretical statement of the Association was
adopted as official, it was necessary later for an organization
representing officials of the denominations to ask for an inter-
pretation of the phrase "ally and friend"."'"
It was into this scheme of organization that the
development of young people's work during the first decade was
fitted.
Young People's Tork . Our interest at this point is not in the
development of curriculum, which we have alrea.dy treated, hut
in the cooperation of leaders working in the field of youth,
and in the events leading to the appointment of a full-time
Sunday School Council of T^vangelical Denominations,
June, 1912, see !^:inutes for Third Annual ^^eeting, January 21-
24, 1913.
I!
i
I
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staff member in the adolescent division, the event which we
have arbitrarily made the dividing line for the treatment of the
i
I
whole period
.
Organization of Leaders .
Institute Groups . In 1902, 41 intermediate grade
teachers attended the "^/estern School of "ethods for Primary and
Junior Teachers, conducted by the "Primary Department of the
International Sunday School Convention just prior to the open-
ing of the Convention sessions, "^o part of the program of the
school was planned for such a group and there was no other school
for interested teachers to attend, until 1908, when the first
i
j
institute of the intermediate department was held under the
auspices of the Convention during a corresponding pre-Convention
palod.''' Similar meetings of teachers within single schools were
advocated as early as 1902.^
Intermediate Department . An Intermediate Department
Committee was appointed by the "international Executive Com-
mittee in August, 1906, under the chairmanship of "^rank L,
Brown. Although the workers were voluntary, their influence
was so effective within the first two years of their appoint-
I
raent that the report of the committee to the Convention in
|
1908 indicated the appointment of a superintendent or a com-
mittee or both in each of nine states. The beginning of county
I
^Organized Sunday School '^ork in '.merica 1905-1908
.
pp. 259-260.
Tenth International Sunday School Convention (1902)
pp. 303-304.
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organization was also reported. ^ I.Tr. ^,rovm's report at that
time suggested the desirability of having an International Super-
intendent of tha Intermediate Department.
k recommendation in 1909 from the Intermediate Depart-
ment Committee that the work of that department he joined with
work with the age group next ahove (seniors, approximately 17
to 19, for which at that time there was no departmentalized
activity in the International Convention) brought about the send-
ing out of a questionnaire by a joint committee of ths adult and
intermediate departments and the General Secretary.^
The Secondary Division. Action taken upon the results
of the questionnaire was the organization of the Secondary
Division in 1909 (called at first the "Advanced Division"),
covering work with adolescents approximately 13 to 19 years of
age. Still without a full time superintendent, the work pro-
gressed, so that the first report of the Division, made to the
Convention of 1911, showed V^e organization of Secondary Divi-
sions in 39 states, 20 of which reported organized county youth
3
work
.
The Adolescent Commission . ^n Adolescent Commission
of about 150 experts in several fields was appointed for the
•^Organized Sunday -chool '"ork in America, 1905-190 8
,
p. 258.
o
"" Orgjanized Sunday School "York in America. 1908-1911
,
pp. 247-248.
^Ibid.
,
p. 249.
1i
1
I
i
j
I
1
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"study an'^ investigation of the teen age and its relation to
the Sunday School."''" '^he work of the Coraraission carne under the
direction of John L. Alexander, who "began his v/ork as Super-
intendent of the Secondary Division, in T.'ay, 1912, acting as
editor of the puhl icat ions which comprised the report of the
Commission, "^dgar H. Fichols, chairman of the Secondary Divi-
sion Committee, was general chairman of the commission and
2
"Frank L. "Brown was secretary.
Activity of Leaders . Cooperative activity of leaders in
the Intermediate Department and "Secondary Division , made possihle
"by the development of closer organization, hecame evident in
three ways in the early period: Pu'blicat ions
,
the making of
standards for judgment of intermediate work and conferences of
various sorts.
The first pu'blication of the Intermediate Department
Organized Sunday School '^ork in America 1911-1914
,
p. 185.
2
John L. Alexander, ed.. The '^unday School and the
Teens
. p. iii. The whole question of date and exact responsi- I
hility for the authorization of the Commission is uncertain on '
the "basis of materials at hand. Remarks in the Introduction
I
of The Sunday School and the Teens (pp. xxi-rocii) and in the
I
Secondary Division "Report to the Convention of 1914 ( Orgjanized
Sunday School 'York in .America 1911-1914
. p. 185) indicate that
action was taken hy "both the Executive Committee and the Con-
vention of 1911, on the other hand, contains no mentiory6f the
Adolescent Commission. Discussion "by the Roard of Tri.i.stees,
1911 to 1914, of omissions from the minutes of 1908 and 1911
Convention reports of other important item.s is interesting
comjnent, though not proof, from this pint of view.
I1
i
I
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was a "presentation of information, plans and tested rnsthods",^
issued "by the International Office as I'^um'ber One of the Inter-
Imediate Series. Under the Secondary Division pu'blication of
two leaflets for sup^^rint endents on organization were reported
in 1911.^
The discussion of standards was a part of the con-
ferences of workers and they were puhlished in the pamphlets
mentioned. Certificates were issued hy the International Sunday
School Association or state associations to those schools which
measured up to the requirements.
The conferences in which workers with intermediates
and seniors met included institutes or conferences, which were
held in connection with the Internationa.l Conventions and with
similar state groups, and Graded Teachers' Unions. Another
type of meeting was the specialized class in the teacher train-
ing schools which gradually developed, "^or this work, four
hooks on secondary prohlGm.s were approved hy the Committee on
Education of the Convention of 1911.
The conference addresses of the Secondary Division
indicate the concern which was felt for the "joint of the
p. 259.
p. 249.
•Organized Sunday School "'ork in America 1905-1908
.
^Organized Sunday School "^ork in America 1903-1911
.
^Ihid.
.
p. 250
^Loc. cit.
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harness" of the Sunday School Association, tYe "department with
a hole in it," the place where "hrook and river meet". Suhjects
included organization of departments within local schools,
graded lessons, supplemental v;ork, psychological aspects of the
problem, teacher training, standards and the relation of the
church to the "teen age"."*"
The movement of progress through such a vast organiza-
tion as that of the Sunday School Association was, of necessity,
extremely slow. After the pioneering of the leaders came the
gradual spread of their efforts to those responsible for the
work in local schools.
Sunday School Council of "Evangelical Den ominations .
Sunday School ?]ditorial Association . Another aspect of the
development of the problem is the strictly official coopera-
tion of persons actually representing their respective denomi-
nations. Cne of the chief determining factors in the process
was the organiza.t ion of denominational editors and publishers
who had been in charge of the denominational publication for
the '-unday School. The first coopera.tive organization of this
group was made effective on April 17, 19C1, as a meeting in
Hev/ York which established the Sunday School T?ditorial Associa-
tion on a basis "broad enough to provide standing room for all
editors, lesson writers and publishers, denominational and un-
•'•Prganized Sunday School -fork in Ajn^rica 1905-1908
,
pp. 253-284; also Organized Sunday School '"ork in America 1908 -
1911, pp. 252-275.
j1
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denorainational , vrho treat the International Lessons in their
literature"
.
^
\
i
T'he first influential action of the ^^.ssocia t icn
,
taken on the day of its founding, was thi sending of resolutions
to tine International Lesson Coimnittee, recommending, among
other points, the adoption of a beginners' course a.nd the prep-
'aration of a topical or historical two years' course of study
2for adult or Senior classes. Although the Lesson Committee
accepted the recommendations, the International Convention with-
stood the suggestion until 1905, as v/e have already noted/
P^ela t ion of "!!ditorial Association to Sunday School Council of
Evangelical Denominations , The inclusion of "both denominational
and undenominational representatives in the "^ditoria.! Associa-
tion proved not altogether satisfactory. Progress of coordina-
tion hetween the group as a whole and the Lesson Committee \vas
-slow and differences of interest and purpose heca,me evident
within the group, as "between the denominational and the undenomi-
national representatives. Another difficulty, from the point of
view of the denominational v/orkers, was the increasing inde-
pendence of the international Sunday 'school Convention and
Association. Their reaction to this situation was decided and
"'J. A. ?i[cKamy, paper on "Sunday School "Editorial
Association", quoted in The Development of the Sunday School
|
1780-1905
, p, 560.
2
' John Richard Sarapey, The International Lesson System .
"^he History of Its Origin a.nd DeveloT)m?nt , p . 173.
3o ISee page
II
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the result was the organization of the Sunday School Council of
'Evangelical Denominations, in which the basis of membership was
shifted in two ways.
The membership was, in the first place, restrict-
ed to denominational officials and was exclusive of members of
undenominational publishing concerns. It was broadened, gradu-
ally, however, to include more denominational groups than the
isditorial Association had represented. In the second place, the
groups of workers were more inclusive than merely those of edi-
tors and publishers.
Organi:^ation of the Sunday School Council of "Evangelical Denom-
inations The organization of the Sunday School Council of 1?-
vangelical Denomina.t ions , restricted to specified representatives
of the official Sunday School body appointed by the controlling
authority of each evangelical denomination in the United States
and Canada, was coDplsted in 1910. The mem.bers , a.s allowed by
2the constitution adopted in that year, were:
(a) The general, executive and department-
al secretaries or superintendents. (b) Editors of
denominational Sunday-school literature and their edi-
torial assistants. (c) Denominational publishing
agents and their assistants. (d) Any of the co-op-
eration boards or bodies may, if they choose, appoint
one additional representative from the membership of
their official body.
Sunday School Council of T^vangelical Denomina-
tions, ^/^inutes of T';eeting held at Philadelphia, October 27, 28.
1910, p. 3.
^The quotation is from Ibid., pp. 3-4.
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The Sunday School Council of ''Evangelical Denominations , so or-
ganized, held as its ohject:-'-
To advance the Sunday-school interests of
the co-operating denominations:
(1) By conferring together in matters of
common interest.
(2) By giving expression to our common
views and decisions,
(3) By co-operative action on matters con-
cerning educational, editorial, missionary and puh-
lishing activities.
The relations "between the Council and the Inter-
national Sunday School Association were, theoretically and ^
ideally, cordial an'^ cooperative. Practically, however, the
fundamental difference of primary interest was the "basis of tre-
j
I
mendcus friction. The Association continued to he an undenom-
!
inational organization, interested in the progress of the Sunday
School movement as such, with no regard for denominational
authority. The Council, on the contrary, interpreted its pur-
jpose of "advancing the Sunday-school interest;: of the co-oper-
o
ating denominations as including:
To promote denominational efficiency in Sun-
day-school work; ... , . . to protect denominational in-
terests. . . . and to further understanding and coop-
eration between the various denominatio- s and churches.
I
-^The quotation is from Sunday School Council of
Evangelical Denominations. Tfinutes of T.Ieetinn' held at Phila-
delphia. Octoher 27. 28. 1910. p. 5 ,
|
2
I
The quotation is from TUnutes of the "^irst Annu-
al !.Teeting of the Sunday School Council of "^vangelicgl Denomin-
ations (1911), pp. 53-55; paper "by A. J. Rowland, president of
the Council, on " '''he Purpose and Scope of the Sunday School
Council of Evangelical Denominations."
i
II
I
I
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The denominations, ^ich had at first withstood the advance of
the Sunday School :noveraent , had turned to try to "bring it under
control
.
The "basis of organization of the Council was that
of four sections: Editorial, educati on ,: extension and pu"blica-
tion, Tnemhership in which was determined by the actual work in
jwhich the representative was engaged.
Relation of Council to International Sunday School Association .
Even "before the meeting in Octo'ber, 1910, at which the organiza-
Ition of the Sunday School Council was completed, two representa-
tives of the group, appointed at a preliminary organization
meeting ahout four months earlier, attended the joint meeting of
the Executive and ^Educational Committees of the International
Association.^ In return, three representatives of the Interna-
tional Association, including E. H. Hichols , chairman of the Ad-
vanced Division Committee, were received and heard hy the Sunday
2jSchool Council in its Octo'ber meeting.
A conference on "'ay 9, 1911, "between mem"bers of a
Committee of 7ive on Organization and ^'Nomenclature of the Sunday
I
School Council and '.Tr. Fichols resulted in a joint recommendation
that the " Advanced Division" "be renamed "Secondary Division."
I
^Winona Lake, Indiana, August 16-19, 1910
2 !
Sunday School Council of ""vangelical Denomina-
tions, ''[inutes of ^Teeting held at Philadelphia, Octo"ber 27. 2B
.
1910
,
p. 14.
ii
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The conference also made recommendations on the matter of organ-
ized classes within the division.
Committees of three frogi the Council and the As-
sociation met in Buffalo, ray 11, 1911, "With a viev/ to more ef-
|
ficient coordination of interdenominational xvork."^ The confer-
ence resulted in the formation of a Joint Committee on Reference I
•i
i o
jand Counsel,'" the first meeting of which was held in June, 1912,
I
in Philadelphia.
Young People's Work in the Council . The prohlems of young peo-
ple's work entered the discussion of the Council hefore 1913
chiefly as it was incidental to the more immediate prohlems of
adm.inistrati on and denominational control. A standing comjnittee
|
was appointed in 1912 to confer with representatives of "the U-
nited Societies of Christian Endeavor, the International Sunday
School Association, the denominational officials of all Sunday
Schools and Young People's Societies, and the "issionary Educa-
tion Movem.ent on ih6 subject of the coordination of the educa-
tional work of these todies."^ This work was later assigned to
J^inuted of the Socond Annual Msetin:; of the Sun-
day School Council of Evangelical Denominations ( 1912 ) , p^[ 27
.
Sihid., p. 29; '':inutes of Thj.rd Annual Keeting of
the Sunday School Couhcil of ~"'vangel ica 1 Denom-inations (1913),
pp. 51-56.
3Yinutes of the Second Annual ""Teeting of the Gun-
day School Council of "Evangelical Denominations (1912), p. 22,
Report of Educational Section.
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a suTD-coramittee of the Educational Section.
Despite the lack of committee concern, the proh-
lems of young people »s work were not neglected in the considera-
tions of the Council. One phase of especial interest v^as the
problem of the coordination of the young people's society with
the local Sunday School. The practical solution of this prohlem
has "been found o^aly in individual churches as the relation has
"been worked out on the hasis of existing conditions.
The development of conscious differentiation of
youth as an age-group in the Sunday School and the growth of
active control "by the denominations of the Sunday Schoolis which,
had grown up within them are the outstanding marks of the second
period of our study.
I
1
I
Min-utes of the Third Annual Meeting of the Sim-
dav acho
o
l Counc 11 of Evangelical Donominationa (19151, p. 41
,
Report of March '20, 1912, meeting of the iixecutive Gommitte'e.
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The adTancement of young people's work iDetween 1912
and 1922 might "be treated in several classifications. Two over-
head bodies were the coordination units for of the activity
— the Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations and
the International Sunday School Association. The work of "both
of these organizations was chiefly with leaders, "but had to do
with the direct youth work as it progressec- The work of the
International Association was of two sorts: conferences of
workers with youth and administrative activity on the part of
staff memhers. The movement for integration of overhead organ-
izations and the achievements of leaders of youth and youth I
themselves will constitute the suMivisions of this section.
Reorganization of Sunday School Forces
Introduction . In the "background of the development of young
people's work the most important feature v;as the overhead organ-
ized administrative work of the bodies of which the youth work
was one part. The three primary organizations were the Inter-
national Lesson Committee, concerned with curriculum for all
work of the Sunday School; the International Sunday School
I
Association and the Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denom-
inations.
1
The control of the Lesson Committee and the coopera-
tion which it involved on the part of the other two organizations
0!
i
C
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will receive separate treatment, although the problem is closely
interwoven with other phases of the two organizations. The
reorganization of the Lesson Gomraittee was definitely a fore-
runner of integration of the whole overhead organization.
International Lesson Committee . The differences between the
International Lesson Committee ajid the Sunday School Council of
Evangelical Denominations were intensified rather than lessened
"by the gradual increase of the activity of the latter group.
In 1912 the Council recommended the delay of a nomination to
fill a denominational vacancy on the Lesson Committee, until
reports should have been received from the Joint Committee on
Reference and Counsel, appointed in 1912 by the Association and
the Council,^ and from the Council *8 Committee on Courses of
2Study for the Sunday School. From this point forward these
committees, especially the former, held the key to the problem.
|
The divergence of interest and aim may be best illus-
trated by resolutions passed almost simultaneously by the two
bodies. The first action was taken in December, 1913, by the
Committee on Reference and Counsel of the Sunday School
^Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations.
Third Annual Meeting. Dayton. January 21-24, 1915 , p. 25.
^Ibid., p. 42.
c
I
I
1
i
1
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1Councils
ResolTed, That we suggest to the Sunday School Council
at its annual meeting, that it consider the advisability of
requesting the International Sunday School Association as
soon as practicable to transfer to the denominations co-
operating in the Sunday School Council the whole matter of
I
making of Lesson Courses for the Sunday Schools.
The International Executive Committee in January, 1914, made
the recommendations
That such action as may be necessary shall be taken
by the next Convention, Chicago, June, 1914, to place and
leave the full control of the International Sunday School
Association, its Executive Committee, Board of Trustees,
and Lesson Committee in the hands of the Convention.
It is not surprising that the Sunday School Council Committee
on Reference suid Counsel f oiind itself "unable to concur in the
proposition.
*
Prom a series of metings in April, 1914, came, after
particularly strenuous sessions of the Joint Committee on Ref er-
4
ence and Counsel, a reaffirmation of principles and a new form
of orgsuiization, which was ratified by both the Council and the
I
Executive Committee of the International Association and was
made finally effective by action of the Sunday School Convention
5
in June, 1914. The set-up of the Committee was as followss
' "^Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations .
Minutes Fourth Annual Meeting. Chicago, January 27-29, 1914
,
p. 59.
'ibid., pp. 60-61
?he quotation is from Ibid., p. 61.
3.
4
I
Organized Siinday School Work in America 1911-1914
p. 98. g
Ibid., p. 99.
II
I
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(a) Eight memTaers tD "be selected "by the
Internation Sunday School Association; ("b) eight memhers
to be selected by the Sunday School Council of Evangelical
Denominations; and (c) one member to be select eefe by each
denomination represented in the Sunday School Council now
having, or that in the future may have, a lesson committee.
2» It shall be the duty of the lesson committee thus
constituted to construct lesaon courses to be submitted to
the various denominations, Subject to such revision and
modification as each denomination may desire to make, in
order to adapt the courses to its own denominational needs.
Under this plan, the membership of the Lesson Committee
totaJLed 38, with 22 denominations represented, in December, 1914,|
when permanent organization was effected."^ The Lesson Committee
continued to operate under this plan of organization until its
character was necessarily altered by the action which, approved
by the International Sunday School Convention of 1922, merged
the Sunday School Council and the International Association into \
2the International Sunday School Council of Religious Education.
I
Overhead Organization .
Joint Activity
.
Early cooperative activity paralleled the
task of bringing together the undenominational and denominational
forces officialy. During the period in which the struggle over
I
Sunday School Council of Evetngellcal Denominations .
Minutes Fifth Annual Meeting. Cleveland, Ohio, January 26-27 ,
1915
, pp. 25-26.
I 2
' Organized Sunday School Work in Uorth America 1914-9 1918 , p. 298; also Organized Sunday School Work in IJortli America
1918-1922
, pp. 67, 72.
1I
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tlie Lesson Gommittee continued, there were certain definite
j
achievements in the joint activity of the Sunday School Council
auad the International Association. The principal results were
'
in the form of teacher-training courses and standards^ and the
promotion of standards of orgsmi zat i on of the local Sunday
School, There was at the same time a gradual development of
departmental standards, which later involved intensive work on
j
the part of the section dealing with young people* s work, as that
i
of other groups.
1
Another line of development which influenced the
cooperation of the Council and the Association was the reorgan-
ization of the World* s Sunday School Association in 1916.
' Antagonism . The International Sunday School Convention of
1914 adopted a revision of its By-Laws hy which the Convention,
a delegated hody of •delegates chosen "by the various inter-
denominational Sunday School Associations affiliating therewith,
and delegates-at-large chosen hy the International Executive
|
4
Committee,* was declared to be "the supreme authority in all
•''Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations .
Minutes Fourth Annual Meeting. Chicago, January 27->29, 1914
,
p . 4£
^Ibid., p. 35.
3Arlo Ayres Brown, A History of Religious Education in
Recent Times
, p. 186.
I 4 IOrgsuiized Sunday School Work in America 1911-1914 , '
p. 45.
•
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matters pertaining to the policy of the Association.*^
The discoTery "by the Sunday School Council of iivan-
gelical Denominations in April, 1918, that a program of relig-
ious education proposed to the Executive Committee of the Inter-
national Association "covers fields and methods of work which
are already covered "by the denominations represented in this
body led to the recommendation that a committee he appointed
from the Council to confer as soon as possiTDle with representat
2tives of the Association. This suggestion met with the full
approval of the Executive Committee of the Association. When
the joint committee met in June, the committee of the Council
discovered that the program had already been adopted by the
Convention and was not subject to further conference. The
Council, finding thus that it had been disregarded, proceeded
to prepare a full plan of cooperative religious education,
taking no account of the International Sunday School Associa-
tion, except as it might be one of the group of "other agencies
in the field of Religious Education" with which the Council
planned to seek cooperation. The proposal went so far as to
recommend that a full staiff be set up for the administration of
Organized Sunday School Work in America 1911-1914
,
pp. 45, 73; Organized Sunday School Work in North America 1918 -
1922 , p. 62.
^Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations .
Minutes. Eighth Annual Meeting. Cincinnati, Ohio, April 5, 4,
1918, p. 37.
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a cooperative plan of religious education under the control of
tiie several denominations working through the Council,^ Such
conditions were aggravating the relations between denominational
and undenominational (or, as they preferred to call themselves,
••interdenominational") Sunday School forces, and the whole fate
of cooperation between the two groups hung in the balance.
Cooperation . The weight of interest in complete cooperaticn
was thrown in to the scales by the action of the Executive Com-
2
mittee of the International Association in February^ 1919s
^
Voted, That the Committee on Reference and Counsel be
instructed to enter into co-operative discussion with the
Committee of Reference and Counsel of the Sunday School
Council of Evangelical Denominations for the purpose of
entering into a co-operative community agreement or such i
other agreement as may be needed, and further, thats |
The Committee of Reference and Counsel be given power
to act in modifying and changing even fundamental Associa-
tion principles subject to (a) a referendum for the findings
of the Joint Committee of Reference and Counsel to the State
and Provincial Associations, singly or in groups, according
to the Judgement of the Committee of Reference and Coiinsel,
and (b) that a special meeting of the International ilxecu-
tive Committee be called to consider and act upon the
recommendations of the committee of Reference and Counsel
and the referendum of the State and Provincial Associations
for immediate administration; all subject to the approval
of the next International Convention in 1922.
Under the "Detroit agreement" of March, 1919, which was
•^Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations .
Minutes Kinth Annual Meeting. Toronto, Ontario, January 21-25
,
1919
, pp. 65-67.
2The quotation is from Organized Sunday School Work in
ITorth America 1918-1922
, p. 64.
I
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the outcome of the work of the Joint Committee on Reference and
Counsel following this action, provision was made for the re-
organization of the International Executive Committee with
territorial and denominational representatives on a numerical
equality; the reorganization of auxiliary state, provincial,
and national Sunday School associations on the same basis; the
setting up of international, state, provincial and national
Sunday School conventions as delegated "bodies and the reorgan-
isvation of the Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denomina-
tions:^
to include, in addition to its former membership, the
educational field representatives of the denominations and
the employed officers of the International Association and
the auxiliary associations affiliated with it.
Reorganization . Referendum to denominational bodies and to
the auxiliaries of the International Sunday School Association
brought overwhelmiiig approval and the reorganized bodies pro-
ceeded on the new basis, its final adoption subject only to
ratification by the Convention of 1922. At the first meeting
of the International Executive Committee in June, 1920, and the
first meeting of the Sunday School Council, January, 1921, it
was found that the movement for reorganization had resulted
chiefly in an overlapping of the two bodies and steps were taken
immediately for the complete merger of the two. The result was
^The quotation is from Organized Sunday School Work
in ITorth America 1918-1922
, pp. 64-65.
II
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that the recommendations finally brought to the Convention in
June, 1922, named a new "body, "The International Sunday School
Council of Religious Education," and provided for an Executive
Committee consisting of representatives from aiixiliary Sunday
School Associations and from affiliating denominations, twenty
members to be elected by the convention of the International
Sunday School Council of Religious Education, members not
,
exceeding twelve to be chosen for special fitness, and honorary
members. At that time 32 denominations were entitled to repre-
'
sentation.^
The reorganization was made effective in 1922, by
action of the Convention. The Sunday School Council of Evan-
gelical Denominations adjourned sine die and the forces of
religious education found themselves on a new plane of coopera-
tion.
Leaders of Youth. 1912-1922
Introduction . The religious education of youth advanced
during the period, 1912-1922, through two organizations, the
general administration of which we have discussed: The Inter-
national Sunday School Association and the Sunday School Coiincil
of Evaufigelical Denominations. At first the activity was only tliat
of adult leaders, but quite soon youth conferences and councils
•^Organized Sunday School Work in Korth America, 1918-
1922, pp. 69-70.
i1
[
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off ered opportunities for youth activity. The work of adult
leaders took two characteristic form: that of the conference
of leaders of youth and that of leadership "by staff workers
with youth.
Organization
.
Sunday School workers of this period were
definitely aware of the acuteness of the problems of the "teen
age" and were ready to put theories to the test of action. The
channels for cooperation, among such leaders of youth in 1912
were chiefly^ the Secondarir Division of the International
Sunday School Association and the Committee on Young People's
Work of the Sunday School Council. A discussion of these is in
order at this point.
The Secondary Division . The earliest cooperative body
in the field was the Secondary Division Committee appointed by
the International Executive Committee in 1909,^ Under its
direction conferences of leaders were held during the Inter-
national Conventions of 1911, 1914, 1918, and 1922. The admin-
istration of the Committee's work was in the hands of the
Secondary Division Superintendent.
The work of the Secondary Division between 1912 and
o
1914 included the activity of the Adolescent Commission and the
•^See p. 59.
2See pp. 59-60.
I1
!
•
^
I
I
1
I
j
1
j
I
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putlication Of the results of the study in which the Commission
engaged in The Sunday School and the Teens and The Teens and
1
the Rural Sunday School , intensive studies of many phases of
the prolDlems of adolescents in the Sunday School and the commun-
ity. The latter hook treated the prohleras of a community with a
population of not more than 2500, the former, communities of lar-
ger size. The Secondary Division Committee puhlished also seven
"Secondary Division Leaflets or Bulletins of Information" on the
2
following suhjects:
. • . . Local Sunday School Departmental work; .
. , . the Teen Age Organized Class; .... State,
Provincial and County Work; • • . , Through-the-
¥eek Activities of the Teens; .... Inter-Sunday
School Effort; .... the Older Boy and Girl Con-
ference Idea, and .... a Round Tatle leaflet
on the Secondary Division.
!
The conference of leaders was influential in the
|
dissemination of methods and ideas formed and advocated hy the
workers in the denominational and interdenominational fields at
large. The conference was a means of contact between these
leaders and the workers in smaller units of activity.
Another phase of the work of the Committee was
the publication of standards for organized classes and the regis-
tration of classes meeting those requirements. These totaled
^See notes in Bibliography.
2
The quotation is from Organized Sunday School
Work in America 1911-1914
. p. 186.
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I
8,771 in 1914 and 36,680 in 1918.^ The development of organized
departments was also advocated. The total was estimated at 1,200
in 1922,^
The name of the Secondary Division was changed hy
action of the Convention of 1918 to "Young People's Division."
|
This did not affect its organization or function, though it did
cause a little difficulty between the Division and the Sunday
School Council of "Evangelical Denominations,^
John L. Alexander was made superintendent of the
Secondary Division in 1912. In 1917 R. A. T!7aite was named Asso-
5
ciate Superintendent and in 1920 Preston G. Orwig was also named
to the Division, "Field Work in the leadership of conferences
and promotional activity were important parts of their work.
I
Sunday School Council of ^Evangelical Denominations . Youth work
in the Sunday School Council of "Evangelical Denominations hegan
when the ."Educational and li^xtension Section named a Committee on
^
Organized Sunday School Work in Horth America
1914-1918
, p. 1^57
2
Organized Sunday School Work in Forth America
1918-1922
. p. 338.
3Organized Sunday School "^ork in !Torth America
1914-1918. p. 287!
4
See p. sS,
^Ihid., p. 191.
6
Organized Sunday School Work in IjTorth America
p. 345 i^iii
CI
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Young People s Work in 1913 the duties of which were defined
2
in 1914 as follows:
To confer with the Secondary Division Cora-
mittee of the International Sunday School Association
in preparing leaflets and other matters for distribu-
tion in the field; with other bodies doing work for
young people; and to assume such work relating to early,
middle, and later adolescence (13-24) as may be dele-
gated to it by the Educational Section,
Under this definition of duties, the Committee
proceeded with a study of the situation of young peoples work
in the local church. In 1915, the Committee made a tentative
3
report » which was accepted lay the Council as a report of prog-
ress. Within the following year, the Committee held a joint
conference with the Secondary Division Committee of the Sunday
4School Association and a second meeting alone for further study
I
of the problem. The report, although more fully developed, was
5
received only for information at the Council meeting of 1916.
Sunday School Council of "^van,s:elical Denomina-
tions. Third Annual Meeting, Dayton, January 21-24, 1913
, p. 39.
I 2 I
The quotation is from Sunday School Council of
"Evangelical Denominations. Minutes Fourth Annual Meeting Chicago .
January 27-29, 1914
. p. 34,
3
I
-
Sunday School Council of "Rlvan^elical Denomina-
t ions
, Jfintttee "^fth Annual Meeting. Cleveland, Ohio. January
26-27. 1915
.
pp."36~-37.
'
^Sunday School C ouncil of Evangelical Denomina-
tion-.i Sixth Annual Meeting. RickmonS', "Virginia, January 25-27.
1916
. p. 49, .
5Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denomina-
tions. Minutes Sixth Annual Meeting. Richmond, Virginia^ Jan-
uary 25-27. 1916, p. 49,
II
I
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After still further study and investigation, the Committee
hrought to the Council in 1917 a report which was accepted after
some amendment.
The report defined the scope of the work of the
Committee of Young Peoples Work and the age-groupings most
natural and useful for the work, set up general and group aims
and general principles and described means for their accomplish-
ment. Through the later change in organization, the results of
this cooperative effort held their place as a basis of further
detailed application.
The report of the Committee stated that "The years
1 i
I
of adolescence are regarded as the scope" of the work, and
further described them in three groups: (l) years 13 and 14, with
12 optional; (2) years 15-to 17 inclusive, and (3) years 18 to 24.
Except for the later inclusion of the twelfth year as a part of
the first group, this definition of the scope of young people's
work has remained the standard since the acceptance of this re-
port. If fulfilled the purpose of clearing up misunderstandings
and differences in opinion among leaders.
I
The general aim adopted in the report was as
2
follows
:
Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denomina-
tions. ?finute3 Seventh Annual Meeting. Boston. Mass.. January
16-18. 1917
. pp. 44-45.
2
Tl^^,.^SH:R*^^iMjDr^ls^ from Sunday School Council of
Evangelical Denominatiors , Minutes. Seventh Annual Meeting. BoS '
ton. Mass.. January 16-18. 1917
. p. 45.
<m
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Building on thefoundation laid in previous
years (the elementary departments), the aim is to
produce through worship, instruction and training,
the highest type of Christian manhood and womanhood,
expressing itself in right living and efficient
service*
Under this aim group aims were adapted to the three divisions
already accepted.
The declaration of general principles included
theories which have not even yet hecome the common practice, hut
which have remained accepted ideals. The first was that "The
ideal is one inclusive organization in the local church for each
group of adolescents."^ A further reconmiendation was that all
I
activities of an age group should he carried on under this organ-
ization or one of its constituted parts. The practical recommen-
dation was made that in cases of the prior existence of more than
1 !
one organization the work of the organizations should he
I
correlated in such a way that it be complemental
,
j
not conflicting or competing.
|
j
'For this purpose there should he in
1
each group a committee composed of the presidents
I
and teachers of the classes, the officers of the various
organizations involved, the pastor and any ad-
visory officers appointed to this committee hy
' the local church.
Definite suggestions of organization, meetings and program were
also made hy the committee.
A full understanding of the content of this re-
port is of interest and value for two reasons. It stood
1
^The quotation is from Sunday School Council of
Evangelical Denominations. TTinutes. Seventh Annual Meeting. Eos- ,
ton. Mass.. January 16-18. 1917 , p. 46.
|
I
I
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through a period of time as a basic accomplishment which was fun-
damentally sound in theory and acceptable in practice. It also
proved a real hasis for Joint action on the part of the Council
and the International Association*^
The same report recommended that the Committee be
instructed to "prepare in detail standards for eqtch of the ado-
lescent groups."^
I
I
A recognition of the need of a trained leadership
resulted in an emphasis on teacher-training courses within the
next year and a recommendation in 1918 that the next task of the
committee be
:^
j
The preparation of an outline of a worker's
I
manual for the young people's department of the church,
which shall set forth definite and practical plans for
putting into effective operation the policy of the
Committee as adopted by the Council in 1917,
Such an outline was presented by the Committee to the Council in
1919, mth the recommendation that it be released for use by the
denominations
.
^
'•Sunday School Council of "Evangelical Denominations .
Minutes » l^inth Annual Meeting. Toronto, Ontario. January 21-23.
1919 , pp. 83-85.
2
Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations .
Minutes. Seventh Annual Meeting. Boston. Mass.. January 16-18,
•
1917. p. 48.
^The quotation is from *?unday School Council of
Evangelical Denominations. Minutes EiKhth Annual Meeting. Cincin-
nati. Ohio. April 3. 4, 1918. p. 46.
4Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations
Minutes, ITinth Annuol Meeting. Toronto. Ontario. January 21-23,
1919. p. 82.
iI
I
*
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Cooperation in Work with Youth . ?rora the beginning of the young
people s activity in the Sunday School Council, there was inter-
change of idea and theory. Before the actual appointment of the
Committee on Young People's Work of the Council, the plana of
the International Association Secondary Division were presented
to the Council by the Superintendent of the Division, John L.
Alexander, and ¥iss Marg aret Slattery , ivho was an influential
leader in the early youth activity of the International Associ-
ation and was, later, the first chairman of the Committee on
Young People's Work.^
The International "I^Jxecutive Co mittee adopted, on
recommendation of its Secondaiy Division Committee in February,
1917, the adolescent standard adopted earlier by the Sunday
School Co ncil. There was difference of opinion between the
Council and the Association over the change of name of the ad-
olescent division of the Association to the "Young People's
Division," since this conflicted with the title, "Young People's
Department," by which the work of the age-group, 18 to 24 years,
2
was being designated in the work of the Council.
Sunday School Council of lilvangelical Denominations .
Minutes Third Annual Mee ting .Dayton
.
January 21-24
.
1913
. p. 39;
Organized Sunday School ^/ork in America 1911-1914
. pp. 193-194;
203-204.
I
2Sunday School Council of T^vangelical Denominations.
Minutes. Fint'. Annual Meeting. Toronto. Ontario. January 21-23
.
1919, pp. 83-84.
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In the reorganization of the Council and the Asso^
ciation in the fonnation of the International Sunday School
Council of Religious Education, the several phases of activity
were unified and a greater approach to the whole field was made
possible . The Young People's "^Tork Advisory Section, advisory
only, as its name implies, was to include under the new organ-
ization all the individuals who had been eligible to either the
Committee on Young People's Work of the Council or the "^Tmployed
Officers Association, an organisation in which paid workers in
the Sunday School associations had found fellowship and coop-
eration. It had been organized in 1916 in connection with one
of the summer leadership training institutes of the Association,
The new Advisory Section allowed in its membership also college
professors and other teachers of youth whose interest or activ-
ity was sufficiently in the field of youth. A more represen-
tative group could hardly have been constituted to advise the
Committee on Education, which was charged with the development
of program. The Young People's Work Professioanl Advisory
Section was one of several sections set up under the new plan ^
of organization.
|
Exchange of ideas and plans, interchange of lead-
ership and gradual realization of overlapping in the work of
the Sunday School Council of "Evangelical Denominations and the
•^Organized Sunday School Work in North America
1914-1918. p. 85.

International Sunday School Association laid a firm foundation
for the merger which was consummated in 1922.
I
Organized Young People^s Activities
Introduction . Just as the Civil War period resulted in a new
consciousness of the importance of youth as a separate group and
in a new vigor in the growth of theyoung people's society move-
ment
,
so the result of the period of the World War was a rapid
i
increase in the appreciation of youth as a group willing and
able to learn and lead for itself,^ The activity of the Sunday
School Council and the Sunday School Association marks a new
step in the progress of interdenominational youth work, coming
at first as a sort of reaction against the work of the young
people's society, the enthusiasm of which was a detriment to
Sunday School and denominational interests.
The work of the Sunday School Council was by its
very nature concerned more with the formulation of policy, prin-
ciple, plan and standards, rather than active and practical work
with youth. Its most effective emphasis in this field was that
on the development of the organized class in the Sunday School, '
As early as 1916 the organization of classes in the Secondary as
well as in the Adult Division was included in the ten-point
•"
•Sunday School Council of Tgvangel ical Denominations.
Minutes Eighth Annual Meeting. Cincinnati, Ohio. April 3. 4.
1918
. p. 45; Organized Sunday School Work in ITorth America
1914-1918. p. 192.
iI
i
I
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common promotional standard for Sunday Schools.-'-
Conferences . Conferences planned for youth of, us'ally, 15 to
20 years of age, with youth themselves taking a large share in
the responsihilities of planning and carrying on the -whole con-
2ference, were started "between 1911 and 1914 with conferences in
several states and provinces bringing together about 500 boys or
girls each for a day or week-end series of sessions, Chicago
held its first conferences in conjunction with the Sunday School
Convention there in 1914. Separate conferences were held for
boys and for girls, but the two groups joined in a banquet,
3
attended by 2,180 boys and girls, according to the reports.
Birmingham, Alabama, was the first city and Ohio, the first state
to hold such conferences,'^
I An annual total of 262 Young People's Conferences
was reported for the period 1914-1918. In 1921 conferences for
[older boys and girls and for the young people's age, 18-24,
totaled 550, with an enrollment of 65,851 representing 7,255
i 5
'churches. The approximate number of young people in office in
Sunday School Council of Evan.^elical Denomina-
tions. Minutes. Sixth Annual Meeting. Richmond. Virginia, Jan-
uary 25-27. 1916
. p. 38.
2
Organized Sunday School Work in America 1911-1914
.
p. 187.
^Ibid., pp. 191-192
4Organized Sunday School Tork in ^orth America 1914 -
1918
.
p. 196.
I 5Organized Sunday School Work in North America
1918-1922. p. 339.
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conferences in that year was reported as 6501,
Councils . The first development of Inter-Sunday School Councils
came in 1913, with the organization of councils in Toronto,
Kansas City, Birmingham and St, Louis. The first two were Older
Boys* Councils, the last an Older Girls* Council, while Birming-
ham had one of each.-^ Described as "The pemanent city or
county organization for the unifying of Older Boys, Older Girls
2
and Young People in their continuous co^^imunity work," the
council development n these uhits and in township or district
units within the county was gradual and sure. Their activity
was described as follows; "They hold leaders* retreats for
training, conduct training classes for teen-age hoys and girls,
plan and promote community surveys and make arrangements'* for
3
many sorts of special campaigns or events.
|
Camp-Conferences . A new unit in the training program of cooper-
ative groups working with youth was started in the opening of the
Older Boys' and Older Girls* Camps at Conference Point-onLake
Geneva, Wisconsin, in 1914, The total attendance in the two
camps in that year was only 108, but it increased rapidly, so
that the total for the eight seasons ended in 1921 was 3,238 and
camps at Geneva Point-on-Lake Winnipesaukee , N. H,, had in 1920
''"
Organized Sunday School Work in America 1911-1914
.
p. 188,
i
Organized Sunday School Work in ITorth America
1918-1922
. p. 196,
^Ibid,, p. 196,
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and 1921, their first two year of existence, accommodated 525.^
This was set up as a training ground and place of inspiration for
youth leaders. Results were soon seen in the further preparation
of youth inspired by camp influences.
1 Conclusion
The trends of the period were definitely in the
direction of coordination af undenominational and denominational
bodies, so that the merger vvb.ich came in 1922 in the organization
of the International Sunday School Council of Religious Sduca-
tion was not forced, but was a natural climax of the effective-
ness of the mood of cooperation. The lines of development are
clearly discernible in the several phases of activity even with-
in the narrow dompass of the field of Sunday School work, as it
was called throughout most of the period.
The control of denominations became more and more
certain in the period, in the reorganization of the Lesson
Committee and, gradually, the activity which preceded the actual
merger of 1922, Youth, as a particular field needing careful
cultivation by interested workers in the Sunday School, became
increasingly appreciated. Youth, as a group waiting only for an
ppportunity to work for its own improvement, found a larger place
in its conferences, camps and councils. The union of the two
•'' Organized Sunday School Work in North America
1918-1922, pp. 340-342,
€
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most powerful forces in the -whole field was hailed as a poten-
ial blessing to all associated lines of endeavor.
I

Comprehensive Summary
and Conelusion
r
The period of twenty-two years which came to a
close in 1922 with the organization of the International Sunday
School Council of Religious education, which marked a climax in
interdenominational achievement, directly affecting young peo-
ple's work as one of its tranches, brought forth some very defi-
nite accomplishments in the gradual process of the coordination
of Protestant Christian forces in the United States working with
youth through denominational channels. Several prohlems , which
were not solved hy 1922, had been recognized during the period
and a start had heen made toward their solution. The problems
were those of a movement, the changing conditions of a growing
organization. The achievements were the milestones which had
been reached and passed as the leaders pressed on to reach goals
even more difficult of attainment. The causes of the achieve-
ments are to be found, partly at least, in the accomplishments
of preceding years. The roots of the problems are in the very
nature of the early growth of the movement.
An earlier period had seen the origin of young
people's organizations: the Young Men' s Christian Association,
the Young Women's Christian Association, the Student Volunteer
Movement, the Young People's Missionary Movement, entirely out-
side of denominational control; the Christian Endeavor and de-
nominational young people's societies working through the local
churches and coming unevenly or indirectly under official denom-
inational control.
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Earlier, too, individual Christians interested in
the nurture of children and youth had begun the work of the Sun-
day Schools, the control of which had continued to he outside of
denominational authority, except for influence such as that ex-
erted, for example, hy denominational publishing hoards furnish-
ing lesson helps. In this field there was a large degree of co-
operative activity, cutting across and disregarding denomination-
al lines. There was no conscious differentiation of youth in
this work as a whole before 1900.
Other movements for the cooperation of official
denominational bodies had already begun, although they were not
to take very definite and effective form until after the opening
of the new period. The developments between 1900 and 1922 were
not self-originating and self-sufficient. They were the out-
growth of the years of previous effort and the cause of later
growth. So, in the three important phases of the whole develop-
ment--youth activity, Sunday School work and denominational co-
operation—much had been done before 1900 from which advances
might be made.
Early developments in the field of official denom-
inational cooperation req.,ix j • -a- t om ^V -Lwii ^«su]_^g(j organization m 1901 of
the National "Federation of Churches and Christian Workers. Re-
sulting from the work of this organization was the Federal Coun-
ei
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cil of the Churches of Christ in America, constituted in 1908.
Although this was not primarily concerned with young people's
work, progress in the cooperation of the authoritative "bodies of
denominations was essential to sound development in cooperative
action in any single field within denominationalism
.
i
Cooperative movements in other related groups he-
came effective during the period. One of the strongest of its
kind was the Religious Education Association, an organization of
individuals and organizations, ready to take the risks of pioneer
activity in religious education.
The process of obtaining specialized lessons for
youth in the Sunday School was a slow one, receiving its first
approval from the International Sunday School Convention in 1905,
although approval from other groups- -notably the Sunday School
Editorial Association--had heen emphatic earlier. The corapre-
j
hensive adoption of a scheme for graded lessons, hy the Interna-
tional Convention of 1908, was an outstanding achievement of the
period in the matter of subjects and lessons.
i
The coordination of the Sunday School forces in
the closer organization of the International Sunday School Asso-
ciation, organized by the Convention and made effective by in-
corporation in 1907, gave them added strength in the control of
the destinies of the Sunday School. It was not until 1910 that
0i
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the denominational officials charged with responsilDilities in
Sunday School work within their denominations made effective a
broad organization which they found to he necessary in the face
of the strength of the extra-official work of the International
Association. The Sunday School Editorial Association, which had
since 1901 brought together the dehominati ona and undenomination-
al editors and publishers for conference, was in 1910 restricted
in the Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations to
denominational representatives and widened to include other of-
ficials besides editors and publishers. Attempts at cooperation!
between the two bodies accentuated the differences between them:
The Association working for the Sunday School movement, with con-
trol in the hands of laymen or clergy without denominational Sun-
day School responfeibilities , and the Sunday School Council, seek-
ing control of the cooperative activity, because of the denoraina-^
tional Sunday School interests of the members of the Council.
TJie first result of the struglle between the un-
denominational and the denominational forces was the reorganize-^
tion of the International Lesson Committee in 1914, ¥;ith repre-
sentation of both groups in the membership of the committee.
j
The second was a reorganization of both the International Execu-
tive Committee and the Sunday School Council. Beaause this re-
organ izationbrought about an obvious overlapping of membership
and function, the third result was the recommendation to the In-
ternational Sunday School Convention of 1922 that the two bodies
€I
i
I
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"be merged into the International Sunday School Couhcil of Reli-
gious Education. Developments since 1922 have been on this
|
hasis , with the strength of Sunday School forces united in the
single organization, the nam^ of which has since been changed to
the International Council of Religious Education.
The gradual differentiation of youth from child-
hood and maturity and the slow development of adequate lessons
and helps for workers with youth made up the story of young peo-
ple's work in the Sunday School for the early part of the period.
The production of lessons, the organization of workers with
|
youth, in the Secondary Bivisioh of the International Associa-
tion and in the Committee on Young People's Tork of the Educa-
tional and "Extension Section of the Sunday School Council, were
the outstanding marks of the succeeding few years, with the ap-
pointment of the first International Association staff worker
in the field of youth hecoraing a reality in 1912.
One of the "brightest spots in the story of activ-
ity with youth in the later part of the period is the develop-
j
ment of activity £f instead of only for youth. The beginnings !
of conferences, councils and camp-conferences marked a nev/ day,
when youth should have from adults readier assistance in work-
ing out its ideals, inspiration to higher goals, but less author-
itative action by adults on their behalf. Activity of adult
leaders of youth did not become of less importance, but adult i
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ieadership of a vital, experimental yet sustaining sort came
"be moat essential to the wlefare of the youth of the Protests
Christian churches of the United States.
f
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